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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF FRACTURE STRESSES
OF TRIAXIAL PORCELAIN BODIES
Trlaxlal porcelain bodies containing various forms
of silicat quarts* cristobalite and fused silica* were
strength tested in bending.

Significance tests were

employed to discern real differences in the strength
sample statistics caused by the various forms of silica.
Firings were performed at three temperature levels.

The

differences in strength sample statistics were correlated
to the microstructures of these silica porcelains.
A triaxlal alumina porcelain body was employed as a
model brittle solid for a study of the effect of flaw
density on mean fracture stress.

The flaws were Intro*

duced in the form of large diameter (d «* U S microns)
rounded quartz grains which underwent severe mlcroeracking
during cooling from temperatures in the maturing range.
The fracture stresses were determined using a diametral
loading method.

The mean fracture stresses for large

samples when plotted versus quartz particle concentration
demonstrated a log concentration dependency for Buartz
particle concentrations below 2.5 weight percent.

The

equation relating mean fracture stress to flaw density
(quartz particle concentration) is one predicted by statls*
tical theories of the rupture of brittle solids.

Deductions on the nature of quarts*assoclated flaws
In triaxlal porcelains were made based on the results of
these and other recent studies reported in the literature.
The theory end practice of the diametral loading
technique were analyzed* especially the practice developed
in this study for the tensile testing of porcelain bodies.
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ciurrER I
statemekt

Studies

of

of

the

problek

the tBechsAlcel properties of solids ere

nornslly approached on one or ti»re of three levels:

(1)

the phenomenological or large scale engineering level*
(2) the structural level* and (3) tlm aCoedo or molecular
level.

The phen<menological level requires proper assump

tions of homogeneity and isotropy throughout the solid.
The molecular or atomic level demands that all molecular
or atomic units be bonded to one another by forces opera
tive between atoms.

The structural level approach reeog-

nlaes that many engineering caaterials contain flaws* voids*
oriented regions in the material structure* and takes
these into account in mechanical property studies.

In so

doing* however* the analysis of ths experimental data
often cannot be carried beyond the curve fitting state
which is too often devoid

o£

fundamentel import.

Certain materials* on the other hand* may meet the
requirements of stetlstical isotropy in which ease various
statistical theories of strength can be called upon to aid
in the interpretation of strength date.

Triaxial whiteware

or porcelain bodies should meet these requirements* end so
their fracture behavior should be explicable on •tstlstical
bases.

This study was intended to demonstrete the value of

a statistical approach to the analysia of fracture data
triaxial whitevare bodies.

of

The whiteware bodies selected

for study were of the type employed in the tnanufacture of
electrical porcelains.

Coarse particle quarts intentionally

or otherwise introduced into these porcelains grossly af
fects their mechanical strength.
A second object of this study was to provide informa
tion on the manner in which free quarts acts as a strength
modifier in various porcelain body types.

CHAPTER n

INTEODUCTIOH
The t e m ’'porcelain” hae taken on so many objects
of reference that necessary qualification has become auto
matic.

Ceramically* the term applies to fired composi

tions* usually glased* end variously constitutsd of oxides*
silicates and salts of common alkalis and alkaline earths.
The numerous porcelain varietlee are classified on sever
al bases* such as* Intended commercial or domeetic use*
predominating raw constituent* degree of vitrification*
level of porosity* and others.
For the purpose of this study* an old classifica
tion scheme for ceramic bodies in general was adopted.
This scheom refers the body constituents to three cate
gories according to the role they play in certain stages
of manufacturet

(1) plasticiser* (2) flux* and (3) non

plastic or filler.

The body compositions of this in

vestigation contained a large clay mineral fraction as
the plasticiser*

feldspar as the flux* and several com

mon refractory oxides singly or doubly taking the role
of the non-plastic or filler.

The porcelains studied in

this investigation will be deeignated according to the
non-plastic variety as* e.g.* a quarts porcelain* alumina
porcelain* etc.

The firing of porcelain results In the dcvelopasent of
the microstructure* es depicted in photomlcrogrephs of thin
sections* polished sections and replicas.

There are three

prlncipel components of porcelain mierostrueture* the matrix*
the pore structure contained within the matrix* and the Im
bedded phases.

The matrix is usually vitreous but may con

tain finely dispersed crystalIites.

The imbedded phase is

normally crystalline* either residual from the non-plastic
raw constituents* or crystallised from the matrix during
heat treatment.

The final amounts of solid phases* vitreous

and crystalline* composing the mierostruoture derive from
the original porcelain body cfXBposition and the firing
treatment.

The firing treatment is controlled to develop

the optimum atrength properties arising from ^bysieal and
chemical interactions between phases of the mierostruoture.
Freudenthel^ refere to the porcelains of the type
herein discussed ee ”technically amorphous*' materials.
This term is intended to place them in contrast to truly
amorphous materials such as glass whose mechanical behavior
is determined mostly by the interaction of atoms or molecular
groups.
Many porcelains satisfy freudenthal*s definition of
**teehnicelly amorphous** in chat their mierostrueture con
sists of a continuous spatial network* spaces in idiich are
filled with materiale in microscopic distribution.

In the case o£ polyphase materials such as porcelain*
the Interactions between respective phases determine their
mechanical behavior.

These Interactions may or nay not be

at the nK>lecular level.
The spatial network is further considered to be statis
tically isotropic and held together by primary bonds.

In

fact* the entire structure of porcelain bodies satisfies
the requirements of statistical isotropy* which is not the
same as molecular isotropy,

statistical isotropy implies

that the number of particles distributed in the matrix is
so large that no directional effects on mechanical behavior
are encountered.

It often happens that the method of form

ing test specimens destroys Che statisCical isotropy.

Es

pecially in the case of ceramic materials* conventional
methods of forming test specimens often result in orienta
tion within regions of their mierostrueture* thus disturb
ing the statistical isotropy in chose regions.
For certain classes of materials* statistical isotropy
exists over «ride ranges of compositions and corresponding
ranges of mlerostructural characteristics.

In porcelains

of Che type InveatigaCed in this study the spatial networks
of each may contain widely variable densities of dispersed
particles.

The particles in turn may be of varying size end

mineral variety.

In some porcelains the most important

type of dispersed phase is the gaa-fllled void or pore.

In porcelains fired to contain no open pores and a
very small volume of closed pores* the mechanical behavior
can be etatsBed nearly Independent of poroalty*

Thla condi

tion of a negligible contribution by minor pore concentra
tions should exist In the porcelain types treated herein.
when properly fired to tnlnimum porosity* porcelain
microstrueturea exhibit two principal phases* a vitreouscrystalline matrix derived mostly from the feldspar and
clay mineral cemsponents* and a dispersed phase* partially
or wholly derived from the non-plastic starting material.
Actually the matrix is known to contain a high concentra
tion of very minute tmiillte crystals developed during the
high temperature soaking period of the thermal treatment.
There exiats* nevertheless* a justifiable basis for In
cluding these mullite crystals in the matrix phase.

The

main argument lies in the compatibility of thermal and
mechanical properties of the amorphous matrix and mullite.
The strength properties of porcelains analyzed as
two-phase systems* matrix and filler* may be principally
derived from Interactions between the respective phases.
This is especially true if large differences exist between
the properties of the two phases* the most significant
propertias for ceramics being thermal expansion cosf11cients and elasticity moduli.

Conversely* a close match

of these properties of the matrix and the dispersed phases

will csause ttust matrix properties to dominate in the mecha
nical behavior

of

the material* so long aa the matrix is a

continuous network.
It is rare chat any real measure of Che effocta of
specific phase interactions on ultimate mechanical behavior
can be made.

'Ihe existence of interaction effects in the

form of microcracks is occasionally observed in photomicro
graphs of some toaterials.

One such material is porcelain

containing natural quarts as Che non-plastic or filler
ingredient.

'Che thermal expansion properties of quartz

of low and high temperature forms differ greatly from those
of the matrix.

Fossibly even more Important la the sudden

contraction of quarts at the temperature of inversion from
the high to the low form (573® Centigrade).
The result of this sudden contraction added to the
gradual contraction over the temperature range above 573®C.
is seen inxthe form of cracks within and surrounding the
quarts particles.

The residual quarts particles range in

size from a micron in dias^ter up to 100 microns in com
mercial porcelains.

Comminution of the quarts has the

effect of greatly Improving mechanical behavior.
Direct replacement of the quarts by non-plastic materi
als having thermal expansion and elastic properties compa
tible with those of the matrix results in gross improvements
ia mechanical behavior.

Alumina and zirconia are oxldea

8
which have proven eapeeially effective when aubatltuted
for quarts for these reasons.

This indicates that the

quarts particles are the weakening components In the struc
ture of quarts porcelains.

This conclusion is not new al

though some recent studies have been reported in which
the investigators conclude quartz to be a beneflclator
of mechanical strength In quartz porcelains.
The pronounced effects of quartz on the mechanical
behavior of porcelains has been investigated extensively
from the standpoint of the classical theory of elasticity.
There Is a consensus arising from these investigations
that the stresses developed through the differential con
traction in cooling must result In failure of the matrix
or avan tha quartz particles themselves.
The quartz particles together with the associated
regions of overstraased matrix should possess the attri
butes of flaws.

Consequently* by varying the size and

danaity of the quartz particles considered as flaws* the
magnitude and dispersion of strength test results should
vary in accord with statistical theories of fracture.
Several statistical theories have been applied to
explain tha mechanical behavior of various engineering
materials* In particular* the size effect.

To date* no

entirely satisfactory corroboration of these theories has
bean forthcoming

item

numerous efforts* due in every case

to the failure of the toaterlal Itself to justify the re
quired assxsaptions* and/or to the lack of rigid control
over important processing and strength testing procedures.
It appears that certain porcelains

coam

such closer than

other materials to satisfying the assumptions for success
ful application of statistical theories of fracture.
The statistical theories of rupture of solids liave
been partially successful in that they explain the so-called
”size effect.”

If one assumes a priori flaw distributions

to exist within or on the surfaces of solids* then increas
ing the size of the specimens must introduce more flaws.
This in turn Increases the probability of the occurrence
of successively more severe flaws with increased spocioen
size.

The mean fracture stresses of real materials ara

observed to decrease with increasing size of the test
specimens.
Statistical theories also predict systematic trends
in the distributions of the individual test results for
assumed flaw distributions.

It is rarely possible to know

the specific form of the flaw distribution for a given maS.v.r«I eoancmly •••«-<' di»trilnitK>iM glv.

tiM

to a log n dependency of the mode of replicated atrength
testa* where n is the number of flaws in the specimen,
yhen we plot the modes of test series versus log V* (log
or

(log

V)^*

where

V

la

the stressed vo 1ub»* straight

10
line plots are often obtained.

Since n « aV, wbere a la

the flaw density* n may be varied by either changing V
or a.
As previously noted* reducing the size of quartz
particles in triaxial porcelains provides significant
improvements in ruptura atrengths.

Corroborating data

exiats for particle diameters employed in the range 200
to 10 microns.

The quartz particles therefore serve as

stress risers* or mlcroorack sources* or in some such
deleterious role.

If the quartz particle density for a

given particle diameter la varied* one could expect to
observe a **flaw density effsct” identical to the **siee
effect” in the rupture data.
Ths particle densities must ba reatrictad below a
level corresponding to the excessive occurrence of con
tiguous or coincident particles; otherwise* the flaw
distribution will change with changing particle density.
The effect would show up in changed relationships between
modes of rupture stresses and functions of n.
Whereas quartz particles have been considered as
’'flaws" in this diseusslofi* any phase or feature of a
mierostrueture which consistently falls first will in
effect be the critical flaw or weakeat link in the teaterial.

It la reasonable to assume that these weak elements

will often exist in low volume concentrations* and their

u
role in etrengch behavior will ba detected by atatlatical
analyses of rupture data*
In instances where the known weak eleicents occur in
vary high densities* it will be necessary to limit thalr
population by diluting them with another oxide.

For

example* Che density of quarts particles can ba controlled
at low levels by substituting A l 2 0 ^ or Er0 2 for most of
the quarts content.

These oxides have physical properties

which are compatible with Chose of ths matrix* and they
ara almoat chemically inert at normal firing temperaturea
for triaxial porcelains.

The substituting oxides should

preferably be very finely divided to provide a maximum
degree of homogenaity of structure and to preserve
statlatical isotropy.

Under these donditlona they may

ba considered as a matrix element.

This approach is not

unlike that employed in studies of very dilute solutions
to gain knowlsdgs of fundomsntal relations between sol
vent and solute.

GHAFTEK III
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
I,

W.

STATISTICAL THEORIES OF RUFTURE
2
R
welbull*
following theories developed by Griffith*

recognized that the dlaperaion of rupture data* so charac
teristic In the strength test results of solids, is in
itself a refutation of the classical theory of the strength
of solids.

This theory assutned that rupture always re

sulted from a definite siagnltude of the stress or strain
having been reached sonaewhere In the solid due to the
action of the principal stresses.

Strength measureiaents

were intended to provide an estimate of the ultimate
strength of a solid material.

Fresumably* the maximum

value in a test series was the best estimate of the ulti
mate strength.
Weibull was of the opinion that it is not possible
to deduce a single strength value characteristic of a real
material.

Instead* he reasoned that the dispersion of

rupture test results* above and beyond that due to sampling
errors* was explicable on statistical grounds.

Specific

ally* he assumed chat distributions of flaws of various
types present in or on Che surface of all solids could be
characterized by certain statlatical parameters.

Further*

If one can presume a condition of statistical Isotropy

13
existing throughout the solid* then the application of
elementary probability theory will demonstrate the effect
of the flaw distribution on the distribution of the rup
ture test results.

Statistical isotropy here implies

that the probability of fracture commencing in a volume
element is independent of the stress direction in the
element and of the location of the element in the solid.,
Each volume element containing a flaw or flaws has a
probability of fracture which is a fiinction only of x*
the stress in the voltune element* so that the probabil
ity of rupture is represented by:
S « f(x).
In general* the distribution curve for S|^ for any
length* L* of a specimen can be computed from the distri
bution curve of

for unit of length according to:
1-S|^ “• (1-Sj^)^

or
log (1-Sj^) *» L log (l-Sj).
(i-S|^) eqxials the probability of the specimen withstanding
the stress x* and* similarly* if

« £(x) represents the

distribution curve for unit volume* we have:
log <1-S) « V log <1-S^>.
Because 1 - S ^ < 1 * Welbull put,
B * -log (1-S^)
and termed it the ”rlsk of rupture.”

Then for a small
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volume element, dv:
dB * -log (l-S^)dv
and since
S » f(x).
dB = n(x)dv
and the "risk of rupture” is:
B “ yn(x)dv.
The probability of rupture then becomes:
S = 1-e-® =
Weibull considered this equation expressive of a funda
mental law for isotropic brittle materials.
The material function n(x) is characteristic of each
real material, and its explicit form, if ever determinate*
would have to be derived from the properties of the start
ing materials* forming methods, specimen shape* stress
systems Imposed* etc.
If rupture of a brittle body should always initiate
in the surface layer of the specimen* because properties
in this layer differ from those in the interior* then it
may be assumed that n(x) » 0 for the Interior.

The

volume integral is replaced by the surface integral*
V

y
n(x)dv » h / n(x)da

for a layer of thickness h.

Integration is carried out

over the respective stressed surface and volume.
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In frequent instances it is certain that n(x) for
the interior is not zero and

wi

must take Into considera

tion separate material functions* n^Cx) and n 2 (x)* for the
surface layer and the interior* respectively.

In this case

the probability of fracture becomes:

S .

le-f
-

»!<»>'>* -

The probability* s* that rupture will take place in a
given volume element of a solid* at a stress which is equal
to or smaller than x, is termed a distribution function.
If the volume element is Infinitely small* the probability*
is proportional to the volume of the eleomnt (dv) and
to a monotonically increasing function of x l.e., '
• n(x)dv.
Wsibull found that in many eases it was possible to
write
n(x)

*u. *o
material.

■"

m

"■“ CO"':, oharaocerutlc of eh.

Thus* the single constant of the classical

theory has been replaced by three constants In the statis
tical theory.

The constant m is an Indirect measure of the

flaw or crack density* while x^ corresponds to a value for
the lower ultimate strength below which the probability of
rupture Is zero.

When

» 0*
n<x)
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AS m->oo for x «

ths probability of rupture equals

1* aztd the expression for the standard deviation of the
rupture values predicts zero dispersion about x«

This

represents the situation for a perfect solid containing
an infinite nuober of flaws (atomic bonds) having theo« t t c . l molecular etrengthe.

In other uords x, le nox

the upper ultimate strength or the ultimate strength of
the classical theory.
Weibull went to the literature for experimental
results to corroborate his theories and found that very
fsv investigators had performed enough tests to permit
adequate analytical or graphical checks.

Data did exist

for several brittle solids* glazed porcelain rods rup
tured in bending* and for stearic acid-plaster of Farts
mixtures broken in torsion* bending* tension and compress
ion.

His material functions derived for each respective

type of strength test fit these data unusually well* and the
theoretically predicted ratios of bending to tension* and
torsion to tension* test result averages also conformsd to
an extension of his theory.
Weibull *s tinsory is one important member of a group
of published theories viewing mechanisms of rupture to be
related to a weakest link concept of the strength of
materials.

His work was* however* predated by that of
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Fierce^ «dio developed statlatical theories to explain the
strength results for the testing of y a m .

Fierce was first

to recognize that his statistical approach had Its basis
in the mathemstical theories for the distribution of ex
treme values in samples of size n taken from parent popu
lations.

These theories were developed by R.a . Fisher^

and L.H.C. Tippett^ and reviewed by H. CramOr.^
In strength testing we are concerned with determining
the mode of the smallest values of flaw strength in samples
containing n flaws.

The flaws are characterized by a pro

bability density function* such as the material function
of Weibull.

Ths major distinction between the various

statistical theories is in the choice of the probability
density function of the strengths of the flaws.

The

number of flaws In a specimen of fixed size is open to
random sampling errors* but the statistical average number
of flaws is directly proportional to size of the specimen.
g
6.
Epstein in a notable review of statistical strength
theories* showed them all to be variations of the theories
for the distribution of extreme values of samples of size
n.

Be elucidated the important fact that the general

mathematieai thaory not only predicts the value of the
isode of rupture data as a function of n* but also predicts
the shape of the distribution curves as a function of n
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for various asaioMid density functions of flaws*
Six basic equations underlie the general theory:
Given a continuous probability density function*
f(x>,

cumulative distribution function is:
F(x) « */f(x)dx.

-03
The distribution of the smallest value in samples
of size n drawn from the population is given by the pro
bability density function;
n-l
gj^(x) « n£(x)

[l-r(x^

having a cumulative distribution function:
x^
rGjj(x) »
« 1- |l-F<x^

.

(1)

n
•

(2)

-w
The mode or most probable value of the amallest value in
samples of size n is obtained by solving for the maximum
of g^(x)* l*e«* by solving the aquation
gj^Hx) « 0.
Existing solutions are written in the form:

t
where

( x ^ ^ K n - U -[l*(x^*^

is the mode of the smallest value*

For limited

distributions* the smallest value has no mode* but de
creases ax>notonically*
In order to define the shape of the dletrlbutlons of
the smalleet value es n varies* it is convenient to Intro
duce a new variable t

£ « nF(x).

(4)
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In terms

oi

this variable* equation (1) becomes:
n-l
H

(5)

]

» Itaih^(E) « e -E

<6)

n — ^ oo
Epstein calculated the expressions for the mode and vari
ance as functions of n* the number of flaws (or volume}*
for five different probability density functions: (l)^a
rectangular distribution* (2) a Cauchy distribution* (3)
a Laplace Distribution* (4) a Gaussian distribution*

and

(5) the Weibull distribution*
He plotted curves for the distributions of minimum
strengths for n •• 10* 100 and 1000 from flaw distributions
(1>* (3) and (4)*

One sees that

a

reotangular distri

bution implies no dependence on n of the mode*

The mean

and variance of the minimum values for a Cauchy distri
bution are infinite*

Olstributions (1>* (3>* (4) and (5)

denote that the mean strength decreases with n (or V)}
(3) and (4) lead to relationships which are semi-lcgarlthmlc in character* log V for a Laplace distribution and
(log

for a Gaussian distribution*

For a Weibull

distribution* strength is proportional to
Epstein states that it will be very difficult to
choose between a log V or a (log

dependency, and
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suggests that most materials will have somewhat syxranetrlcal flaw dietributiona approxinaead by either the Laplacian or Gauealan formulae.
More generally, he asawnes raal flaw diatributlona
will follow from the form.
Ae
for large values of
tive constants.

-a x-x

x-x , where

a

, B, x and p are posi

Actually, x Is the mean flaw strength

and p 1s a measure of flaw density, while A and B are
arbitrary constants, 'rhls distribution is symmetrical and
l/p
pradlcts a (log V) ' dependency of strength and negative
skewness of the distribution.
q
Freudenthal restates the assumptions underlyii^ the
application of statistical theories:
1.

The flaws or cracks must be Independent and
thus cannot affect one another.

2.

One single flaw or crack of critical size is
sufficient to produce rapidly spreading
fracture.

3.

The large-scale elastic concept of stress
concentrations around an elliptical hole in
an isotropic medium may be extended to the
analysis of the propagation of cracks of
microscopic size within a discontinuous
structure.

Without supporting his contentions, Freudenthal states
that the first two assumptions can only hold for flaws
arranged In series in an amorphous material or
crystal.

a

single

He further doubts the applicability of the third
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aeiumptlon under any condiclona.

Thle aetumption derivea

directly from Griffith's work, «diich has been reinforced
by Orowan^^, and is currently widely accepted.
Weibull^^ properly pointed out that one must not
require the usual conditions for applying the theory of
elasticity in statistical strength concepts.

All that

is necessary is that the requirements of statistical
Isotropy be met in the material under investigation.
Good fits of strength data for various materials to statis
tically predicted relations place the statlatical theories
in the fore front.
In the field of glass strength, Greene

12

has used a

flaw probability density function of a simple exponential
e*’^ form previously employed by Hollomon and Fisher
for steel and Weibull
porcelain.
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13

for various materials including

These functions have no maxima as do the

normal and Laplacian functions.
The fracture of glass is known to Initiate at the
surface and the critical flaws are presumed to be of the
Griffith type.

These flaws are considered to be the result

of ^ r r o s i o n of the glass surface by atmospheric moisture.
Glasses exhibit strong effects of the rate of loading on
fracture stresses and fatigue properties*

Both of these

phenotmma are presumed due to stress induced corrosion or
stress induction or extension of flaws during loading*
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Some writers feel that all the results of studies on
the strength of glass should apply dlreetly to triaxial
porcelains, because the matrix of these porcelains can be
considered as glassy.

Clathart and Freston^^ have reported

on the fatlgtie behavior of porcelains, but noted that
fatigue occurs to a less pronounced degree than in glase.
Since the effect is so strong in glass, the statistical
theories for glass strengths should Include sense time
variable to explain fatigue and loading rate effects.
This has been done for neat cetsent pastes by Hori^^, who
introduces the time variable by employing Markov chain
theory.

11.

TH£

imwmCE

OF STAkllNO H A T E E U L S

ON THE STRENGTHS OF TRIAIlAl PORCELAINS

Prior to about 1930, investigators of porcelain
properties were apparently little concerned with the effect
of starting materials on the strengths of their bodies.
Frequent reports are to be found covering the Influence
of body constituents o n firing range, electrical properties,
17 18
aspects of the mierostrueture, and thereoal properties.
*
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Twells and Lin , in an early study of replacements
for quarts, aubstltuted alumina* alumina-quartz mixtures*
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and zirconia for the total quartz, noting appreciable
Inproveoents in cross-breaking strength for each aubatitution.

A body containing 49 percent clay, 34 ptreent

feldspar and eight and om-half percent each of
and Er02 produced tha highest strengths la a triaxial
study of Al20^-Er02*‘75

A l^ O y lS

S102 aubstltuted for the

original 17 percent quartz content of a quartz porcelain*
Hustln, Schofield, and Haldy

replaced quartz with

alumina in a variety of porcelain bodies, noting aubstatttial improvements In cross-breaking strength in all of them*
Weatman

21

substituted fused silica for quartz in a

typical quartz porcelain body, calling the fired product,
X-usilalui.

He reported moderate strength improvement with

this substitution.

These and other early Inveatlgatora

did not study the effect of particle size of the starting
materials on strength proi>ertlee.

Rarely do these reports

of strength results state how many sji>eclmen8 were tested
or detail the procedures in strength testing.
The influence of the particle size of the feldspar
and quartz conatituenta of porcelains on various prot>ertlea and on mierostrueture has received a great deal of
attention

22 23
’

•

krause and Klempin

2A

carried out an ex

tensive investigation on the effect of quartz particle size
on the cross-breaking strengths of porcelain bodies.
work has been recently

vevUtmd

'Fhelr

by Winterling^^ who wanted
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to r«-«mpha8lze the importance of their results In the light
of current reported studies.
Krouse

and

Klempin fractionated crushed quartz into

nine narrowly dispersed fractions with average diameters
of 3, 7, 11, 15, 21, 29, 38, 52 and 67 microns,

these

fractions were Introduced into six different body com
positions, all fired in a production kiln to SK cone 15
(1435®C.)

In three of the bodies containing 35 or mote

weight percent of quartz, a strength maximum was realized
for the 21 micron diameter quartz addition.

In the other

bodies all containing 25 weight percent of quartz the
maximum was not apparent; Instead the strength decreased
with Increasing particle size.

Krause and Klcrapin measured

the thickness of the reaction rims surrounding the quartz
particles after firing, concluding that there is a critical
relationship between the disizeter of the rellctlc quartz
particle and the thickmiss of the associated reaction
layers.

In effect, these authors coneltided that there is

a critical particle size of the quartz, which imparta the
maxlimjm stxength to a porcelain.

They also found that

particles in the size range 14-28 microns were tooro n u 
merous after firing than particles in the other eight
fractions.

Farticle counts were d e t e m i n e d under the

microscope and expressed as grains per cm.

This result is

to be expected as we know that in porcelains fired to
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1400® €• and higher, oiosc of the particles below 5-10
nicrons are completely dissolved.
Several other authors have studied the influence of
the particle size of quartz on tlie strength of porcelains
with a view toward disproving the idea that quartz is a
beneflclator of porcelain strength as suggested by Krause.

III.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN STUDIES
OK

porcelain microstructure

The mierostrueture of porcelains is influenced by
the proportions and quality of starting materials, the
forming methods, and the firing procedure.

The German,

so-called 'hard-porcelains,” are fired to considerably
higher temperatures than the American porcelains and this
results In much higher degrees of mullitlzatlon and quarts
dissolution,

the basic elements of mlorostructure are

cotomon to both types, namely, the clay fraction serving
as a continuous matrix, the fused feldspar and the quartz
or other filler randomly dlstribut^i throughout the clay
matrix.
Numerous older microscopic studies of porcelain
mlcrostructures are to be found in the literature, all
performed with transmitted light.

Lundtn^^*^^ and
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more recently Schuller

2fi

, have employed the electron micro

scope to diseloee the finest details of the microstruetrr's
of porcelains.

Their electron micrographs were taken of

collodion replicas of fracture surfaces.

They depict the

reaction rims surrounding relictic quartz particles and
show the mullite crystals to be partitioned into at least
three types.

The melted and solidified feldspar grains

are composed of nearly equal amounts of glass and mullite
needle-crystals.

The needles around the periphery of the

grains are very dense and email in size, 5 aalcrons and less.
Those in the center of the grains are less numerous and
considerably larger in size, up to 15 microns in length.
The difference is ostensibly due to the relative depletion
In alkali In the peripheral regions of the grains.

The

mullite existing as a thermal decomposition product of the
kaolinlte has crystallized into two forms according to
f!
bchuller, one a shorter, prismatic type and the ottier,
a scaly variety.

Tha prismatic crystals are smaller than

1 ndcron, and the larger scaly growths are probably not
even single crystals.

IV. ESTIMATIOKS OF THE MAGNITUDE AND EFFECTS
OF INTERNAL STRESSES IN PORCELAINS
Marzahl

29

developed a theory of porcelain strength

based on an analysis of microstresses developed during
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cooling

of

tho body.

into three components;

He partitioned the ralcrostructure
(1) the matrix made up o£ the

otullitlzed kaolinlte and feldspar and including the pores,
(2) the residual quartz particles, and (3) the reaction
layer separating the quartz and the matrix.

His analysis

required numerous simplifying assumptions for applying
the classical theory of elasticity.

Some of his major

assumptions Involved:
1.

Omission of the Influence of the oC
Inversion.

quartz

2.

Omission of the anisotropy of quartz.

3.

Frestaned isotropy of the matrix.

4.

Presumption that no cracking results from the
Induced microstresses.

His derived expression for the compressive stress S in the
porcelain due to a smaller thermal coefficient of expansion
of quartz compared to the matrix is,

,

. 0 /V
S « E'AOC *AT
idiere

&

« Young's modulus of elasticity, approximately

equal for quartz residues and for matrix.

ACC"

difference between linear coefficients of thermal
expansion of quartz residue end matrix

A X - temperature difference between softening point of
the matrix and room temperature
0 /V « total surface of all quartz residues per unit
^
voltsme of porcelain
V /V •» total volume of all quartz residues per unit
^
volume of porcelain
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a function relating the diameter of a residual
quartz particle to the thickneae of the dissolved
layer*
This relation predicts an increase in degree of prestressing of the matrix with increasing qxiartz content
and the total surface o£ quartz residues.

Thus, quartz

ia assisned to be a beneficiator of porcelain strength,
expecially when the particles are within a critical size
region calculated to be about 20-25 microns.
Ziiolnay
conclusions.

30 has

lent support to Marzahl's analysia and

Zaolnay states that the greatest pre

stressing occurs when the optimum radius of the residual
qxiartz particles satisfies the following,
R (optimum) « 3AR,

AR being the thickness of the dissolved quartz layer.
No experimental proof is offered in support of this linear
relationship, as it determines optimum strengths.

Zsolnay

further visualized the beneficial effect of quartz to
arise from the suppression of propagation of Griffith-type
flaws into the matrix in the regions of circumferential
stress about the quartz grains.
The importance of radial tensile stresses around
quartz particles are somewhat discounted by Marzahl and
Zsolnay*
size.

They are calculated to be independent of grain

Zsolnay estimated the uniform tensile stress in

the quartz to be at least 16,000 kg/cm

(225,000 psi) and
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ettppot«4 that saall sound quarts grains will not fail vakisr
atrasses of this magnitude,

this stress is only an order

of magnitude removed from theoretical strengths of brittle
solids.
A number of other investlgstors have followed the
same theoretical approach as Hantahl and Zsolnay, applying
the theory of elasticity to obtain estlmstes of microstresses in porcelains.
31
Hasson
concluded chat the induced stresses would
result in severe microcraoklng.

fie tested this conclusion

by substituting crushed porcelain for the quarts to ob
tain a better match of expansion and elastic properties.
A strength improvement of 20% was realised.

Straight

substitutions of clay for quarts also resulted in improved
strengths.
wiedmann

, in recent studies of the Influmnee of

firing conditions on porcelain microsttuetuxes, noted tha
frequent occurrence of miorocracko in the vicinity of the
quarts particles*

He observed two distinct tjqpes of cracks*

In one instance the cracks extended radially into the
matrix from an intact quartif grain*

In the second type,

the qoerts grains themselves were oracled to varying
degrees and the surrounding matrix regions contained a
number of cracks concentric with the imbedded grain*
second type was much more common*

^ s
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AS Lundin has pointed out, a certain anamnt of the
cracking seen in thin sections viewed in transmitted or
polarised light and In polished specimens viewed in re
flected light may be a by-product of specimen preparation
procedures'^.

i>chull«r»s^ electron-micrographs of frac

ture surface of porcelains do not suffer from this short
coming.

He found that the fracture would often pass through

grains up to about 10 microns in size, otherwise they
would go around the grain, suggesting that grains above
a critical size pull away from the matrix during cooling.
Weyl

3S

employed a more sophisticated mathematical

approach to the estimation of porcelain microstresses
derived from <|uartz particle thermal contraction.

Hie

theoretical stress curves were different from Mersehl'e
curves In that they predicted lower degrees of tangential
compreesion.

His estimates of the tensile stresses led

him to conclude that they would nevertheless result in
microcreckittg of the porcelain.

He observed that porcelain

rods broken during initial cooling but at tmnperaturee
above the quarts Inversion had smooth concholdal fracture
surfaces.

Specimens broken after complete cooling bed a

rcNJgh fracture surface coimaonly observed in coanaereial
porcelains.
He experimentally determined the effects of quarts
content and particle else noting substantial etrength
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IttprovementB with decreases In isean particle else and
quarts content*
Oenln
estimate

ot

applied the elasticity theory epproach to an
mierostresses in porcelain*

His conclusions

from derived relationships between tensile strcxigth and
quarts content were just opposite those of Harzahl's*
Be nmiarked that Harsahl's analysis contained basic errors*
There appears to be more than ample evidence that
quarts is not a beneficiator of porcelain etrength as
Marsahl, Zsoliiay, and Wlnterling presums*

At least data

is lacking to support their mutual thesis*
The data of Krause and Klempin have been construed
to support the pre-stressing theory*

A closer examination

of their results shows that a distinct msxls»mi In thslr
strength curves, as a fhnetion of quarts particle sise,
occurred only for bodies very high in quarts*

For bodies

containing only 25 weight percent of quarts no rsal strength
maxims occurred for sxQr critical particle diameter*

Two of

the bodies demonstrating asnima containtd 45 weight percent
of quarts*

It would seem that| udisn such large quarts

concentrations having average particle diameters below
about 20 microns are introduced into a body, the particles
are now so numerous they will be contiguous, thereby
giving rise to a dletinctly different mierostrueture*
NOrsisUy the clay component of triaxial porcelains const!-
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tuttts the matrix; however. In very fine grained highquartz eompoeltloiia, the quartz would compete for the role
of matrix*

Krause's data shows that particles below 10

microns hav«, in fact, all dissolved at 1435® €*, and these
high quartz bodies must be approaching complete vitrifi
cation*

In this case the changes in mierostrueture in his

trial bodies as a fimetlon of quartz eontent and particle
size were much too great to support s single factor inter
pretation of his strength results*

The mechanisms giving

rise to large changes in ^xtrcelaln strengths accompanying
changes of quartz particle size and concentration have yet
to be detailed*

CHAPTER IV
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND METHODS
A.

Preparation of Strength Specimens
Starttne Materials
The bodies employed in this study were patterned

after compositions employed in the electrical porcelain
Industry in this country.

Ingredients common to all

the trial bodies of this study were:
a)

G - 2 0 0 feldspar, a flotation product of the
Feldspar Corporation of America.

This

feldspar consists of a mixture of alblte
and orttioclase with free qtiartz as o minor
impurity.

It Is dry ground to retain

approximately 1 0 weight percent on a 325
mesh sieve.

The free quartz eontent is

below S weight percent.
b)

Xaolex D- 6 , a benefieiatsd kaolin supplied
by the Huber Company.

It contains approxi

mately 2 percent of free quartz, 1.4 percent
of XIO 2 and 0.7 percent of F« 2 O 0 and only
trace amounts of other oxides.

This kaolin

is known for its good extruding behavior.

c) Ajax kaolin "plates," a highly beneficiated,
fractionated kaolin supplied by the Georgia
Kaolin Company.

This kaolin contains virtu

ally no free quartz, approximately 2 percent
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Ti 0 2 aimd negligible quantities o£ other
Impurities.

Ninety-five percent of the

particles have measured equivalent spherical
diameters below 5 microns.

This kaolin is

Intended to sexrve as a high purity substi
tute for bell clay, as it possesses rela
tively high plasticity.
The above three materials were selected pritoarlly
on the basis of their low free quartz content.

The 3-5

weight percent of quartz associated with the G-200 feld
spar is virtually all finer than 325 mesh and none of it
is retained on a 200 mesh sieve.

Ths Kaolex 0-6 has no

retention of associated quartz on a 325 mesh sieve, and
the AJax-£ kaolin contains no particles whatever coarser
than 10 mleront.

The intent here was to restrict se

verely the amount of free silica contributed by the
plastic and fluxing components of the body.

No free

silica particles coarser than about 70 microns diameter
could be tolerated in certain phases of this study.
Materials variously taking the role of xion-plastics were:
d)

A-2 Alumina, a specially calcined Bayerproeess alumina having a \miform particle
size with an average diameter less than 5
microns.

It is 99.1% 4120^, with Ns20 as

the only significant impurity.
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e)

Hanley 200 taesb flint, a batch ground
Ottawa sand, 99.57. SIO 2 having an average
retention of 8 percent on a 325 tmssh sieve.

£)

Cristobalite, produced from the Manley flint
by holding at 1400® C. for 8 days at which
time no mineral quartz was detectable by
X-ray diffraction analysis.

g)

fused silica, supplied by Tamm Industries,
crushed to retain 10% weight percent on a
325 mesh sieve.

h)

Ottawa sand, culturally rounded quartz grains
sieved to all pasa a 140 mesh <105 micron)
opening, and be retained by a 170 mesh (88
micron) opening.

Sufficient quantities of all body components were
set aside to assure that all specimens were compounded
from identical lots.

According to the formulation, the

ingredients were weighed to the nearest 0.01 gram after
correction for moisture content, and blunged together
in a laboratory blunger for 90 minutes.

The blunged

slips were filter pressed to retain the proper amount
of forming water and filter cakes were stored overnight
in airtight containers.

Three-quarter inch bars were

extruded from a vacinon de-airing laboratory extruder.
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great care being taken not to warp or twist the column.
The column was cut into 6-inch lengths which were placed
on a flat surface to dry.

To minimize warpage during

early stages of drying, the bars were turned at frequent
Inteirvals.

They were allowed to dry in air for two days

in a thermostated room (72® F.) and then taken to com
plete dryness in a laboratory oven set at 220® F.
The body compositions employed in this investiga
tion are presented in table 1.
3. Test Specimen Freparation
Bodies B, C, and D, containing forms of 200 mesh
S102, were prepared for strength tests in bending.

One-

quarter inch holes were drilled along a diameter that was
at one end of the 6-inch bars for the purpose of sus
pending them vertically during firing.
Bodies AO through A5 were broken under diametral
compression.

Dried, 6-inch test bars were cutiinto

1-inch lengths and the ends were faced on a lathe using
a carbide facing tool. Approximately 500 specimens were
made from each of the bodies AO through

AS,

4, Firing Procedures
All firings were conducted in a saturable-core
reactor controlled Globar muffle furnace.

The 6-inch

bars were suspended from mullite porcelain rods during
the firing.

These bars contained the silica modifica

tions and were fired on a programmed firing cycle to
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Orton cones H, 12, and 13« The cycle Is shown in
Figure 1*
The short cylinders from bodies AO through AS
were fired In groups of 240 speciitens on the same
firing cycle*
Strength studies on bodies AO throuigh a 5 made up the
central portion of the investIgationj therefore, their
firings demanded much closer control than can be pro
vided by cones*

Preliminary firings of the a 5 com

position Indicated that it reached optimum strengths in
the region of 1290 to 1310® C* As small additions of
140-170 mesh quartz were to be made to this -h.-5 body,
it was decided to restrict firings to a range between
1275® and 1290® C* to avoid overfiring.

The program

called for a temperature increase at a rate of 20® C.
per hour in this region,

as

the effect of firing

temperature was to be studied at two levels, firings
were terminated at 1275® and 1285® C.

The temperature

recorder was precis© only tod:2.5® G.; therefore, the
firing time above 1270® C. was used to detemin© the
actual firing degree.
klien the desired degree of firing was attained, the
furnace power vias turned off and the furnace allowed to
cool freely to near room temperature.
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B. Strength Testing Procedures
-Crps.6-Bjr.eii.kiim„.]-jethod.

Bar specimens from bodies B, C, and D were brol<;en un
der three-point loading ai%l the breaking stress S, calcu
lated, employing the fortsula for outer fiber tensile
stress in beams loaded at the center:

s»^
vdterei M «* force moment
C « distance to neutral axis
I » moment of inertia*
For a cylindrical bar specimen, this equation becomesi

s

8FL

where: F « load applied at center of span
L - span length
d « diameter*

This method Is relatively new and has possibly not
been previously employed for measuring the tensile
strength of ceramics*

it involves the diametral com

pression of a relatively short cylinder, and although
specimen failure is Invariably tensile, there are su
perposed compressive components.

Tha method is suited

only to brittle materials in the usual sense that they
demonstrate elastic behavior to failure.
Various well-known drawbacks of the direct tension
and the banding methods served to discard them in favor
of the dla:iietral cylinder method.
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The former of these taethoda, when used on brittle
materials rarely results In fracture configurations
which do not reflect
techniques*

th &

influence of the gripping

For example, the fracture sites on a large

number of bars ruptured In direct tension should be dis
tributed uniformly along the bar lengths between the
grips.

Instead, the majority of fractures occur In the

vicinity of the grips*

The most extreme refinements in

methods to insure collinearity of grips to avoid local
stressing have b©en rather unsuccessful*
The bending method suffers from several shortcomings.
Whereas, classical theories of strength predict that
failure should always occur (in three point loading) at
the point of maximum fibre stress opposite the point of
load application, this rarely is the case*

Fracture

locations are, instead, distributed along the specimens
with only a tendency for them to be grouped around the
center points of the bars*

The outer fibre stresses

fall off linearly with distance from the center to the
end of the teat bar and so all bending results should be
corrected according to the noted position of the frac
ture.

The stresses also vary from a maximum to zero at

the neutral axis*

If critical structural flaws are con

centrated in the surface of the material, only the
outer shell is being taken to failure and any effects of
internal flaws are not detectable*
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In the bending method, either the specimen crosssectional area or the length can be varied• Depending
on the fabrication method, changing the diameter may
change the micro- and macrostructure of the material.
Changing the length of the rod will not significantly
change the volume of material under maximum stress.
Four-point loading can be employed to effect variation
of volun^ under stress; however, the method itself is
tedious and not suitable for performing a large num
ber of tests.

The direct tensile method does offer

good opportunities to study the effect of specimen
size on the modes of rupture data while the bending
method does not.
The fact that in this study a large number of tests
were to be performed was a prime consideration in test
method selection.

Some of the body materials were In

somewhat limited supply, and it was essential that a
l?rga number of small specimens be obtained from the
available body constituents.
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Cameiro'^

cylinder technlqvi© in 1947.

the diametrally loaded

In 1935 Wrlght^^ published

a ccxnparison study of strength testing methods, including
the diametral loading method, for concretes.

He investi

gated the effects of specimen dimensions, loading strip
materials and their dimensions for this latter method.
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His straanary of the theory (after Frocht), appears In
Appendix A.
The theory assumes line loading along the genera
tors of the cylinder. The horizontal tensile stress
across the vertical diametral plane Is given by:
”

where:

TToir

F » load
D w diameter

L « lenglh^,-

In practice:, using flat plapens, line loading
.'Caxtnot be re a liz e d , and the cylin d ers are acturiily loaded

over an area La, where a is the wxotn oi ©tijua contact
area between platens and specimen.

See Figure 2.

The theoretical value of the width, a, of the area
of contact, can be calculated from the equation: 39
:2

a *» 1.6^ ~ X
This relation holds for the case where Young's modulus
for the platen, W, Is much greater than for the test
material having modulus £; n is Foisson's ratio for the
test material* and t » speclwon thickness.
40
Wright
found It advisable to introduce a loading
strip of width a between the machine platens and the
specimen.

In this case It can be shown that, If a is

less than 0/lG, the horizontal stresses approximate with
sufficient accuracy to:
■ i f ^ [i'll
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Figures 2 end 3 show the angular relationships and
tlio distribution of horizontal stresses along the spec
imen dlatneter, respectively.

As xuated earlier, there is

a superimposed normal compressive stress which Is
approximately three times the maximum tensile stress at
D/2 and increases to larger values as the platens are
approached.

There are compressive and sluiarinn; stresses

In the vicinity of the platens and tha overall stress
condition here is not unlike one of triaxial compression.
In discussing differences between the practical test

40 cited

and the theoretical case, Wright

the following

discrepancies:
1) The heterogeneous nature of many real mater
ials which render the stress analysis some
what oversimplified.
2)

Deviations from Hooke's law.

If stress is

not proportional to strain, a time-dependent
stress redistribution is indicated.

This

factor is not very significant for porcelains.
3)

Deviations from conditions of plane stress.
The theory for diametrally loaded cylinders
was developed for thin discs, wherein plane
stress conditions are verified to prevail.
In longer cylinders the stress conditions
approach a plane strain situation.
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F h o t o s l a s t i c st\ « !to s have shown t h a t the th a o ry
d e v e lo p e d f o r t h i n d i s c s a p p l i e s v e r y w e l l f o r d i s c s o f
At A 5
a p p r e c ia b le t h i c k n e s s .
*
A v a r ia tio n o f th is te s t
method
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was c o n s id e r e d i n v o l v i n g th e d ia m e tr a l com pres

s io n o f h o llo w c y l i n d e r s .

T h is r i n g t e s t , a s i t

c a l l e d , s u f f e r s from d i f f i c u l t i e s

is

i n specim en f a b r i c a 

t i o n and th e need t o d e v e lo p c a l i b r a t i o n c o n s t a n t s .
C.

M ic r o s c o p ic T ech n iq u e s
R e fe re n c e h a s a lr e a d y been made t o th e v a r io u s

m ic r o s c o p ic m ethods employed i n th e s tu d y o f t r i a x i a l
p o r c e la in m ie r o s t r u e t u r e .

The tr a n s m it te d l i g h t me

th o d d i v u lg e s to o much m a tr ix d e t a i l , and m ic r o c r a c k in g
I s e s p e c i a l l y h ard t o d e t e c t e x c e p t -w ith in g r a i n s .

The

e l e c t r o n m ic r o sc o p e I s unm atched f o r d i s p l a y i n g th e m ost
m in u te d e t a i l s o f m ie r o s tr u e tu r e o f p o r c e l a i n ; h o w e v er,
o n ly v e r y s m a ll a r e a s ca n be o b se rv e d a t a t i m and th e
l a r g e r g r a i n s , >20 m ic r o n s , f r e q u e n t l y | i u l l o u t d u r in g
c o llo ^ o n r e p lic a tio n .
The r e f l e c t e d l i g h t method I s m ost s u i t a b l e f o r
o b s e r v in g l a r g e a r e a s o f p o lis h e d spMscimens and f o r th e
s tu d y o f r a ic r o c r a c k in g ; s t r a i n b l r e f r l n g l n e s , and l a r g e r
s c a l e f e a t u r e s o f |> o r ce la ln m l c r o s t r u c t u r e s .
A te c h n iq u e f o r Si^ecirasn p r e p a r a tio n was d e v e lo p e d ,
e m p lo y in g a B u s h ie r ^utom et g r i n d i n g and p o li s h i n g ma
c h in e .

P o r c e la in specim en s %«re mounted i n b a k e l l t e and
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ground, six at a time, on 200, 320, 400 and 600 grit
Automet abrasive paper*

V^hlle in the same sample mount,

they were polished on a low nap (Buehler Metoloth)
cloth using either Linde A or Linda B alumina, or 2
micron diamond abrasive.

The diamond abrasive gave

somewhat better results.
It is impossible to remove all the scratches from
porcelains containing any amount of coarse quartz or
cristobalite, as these crystals frequently pull out*
Being harder than the matrix they act as a relatively
coarse abrasive and inflict scratches on the specimens.
This tendency can be reduced by using low pressures and
short lapping times during grinding and polishing.
The polished specimens were etched with a 10% HF
solution for 4-20 seconds depending on the body composi
tion.

It was found best to etch in stages until the

outlines of relictic feldspar grains are clearly visi
ble.

Over-etching darkens and obscures the matrix

mierostrueture•
A Bausch and Lomb research metallograph was used
for the observation and microphotography of the polished
specimens*

Attempts were made to employ polarized light

and dark field illumination, but these modifications
did not improve the images.

CHAi TER V
EXFERIHEKTAL RESULTS
A.

E f f e c t s o f S t0 2 M o d i f i c a t i o n s on S t r e n g t h Sam ple
: > t a t i a t t c s and M ie r o s tr u e tu r e o f E i l i c a F o r c e l a i n s

Effects on ■ytrength Sample,^tatiaties

1.

T e s t b a r s o f t r i a l b o d ie s B , C , and D were broken
i n b e n d in g t o n o te th e e f f e c t o f t h e form o f s i l i c a on
th e sam ple s t a t i s t i c s , m ean, s ta n d a r d d e v i a t i o n and var«
la n c e .
IV .

The s t r e n g t h d a ta a p p e a r i n T a b le s i l ,

lli,

and

The bend t e s t was em ployed p r i n c i p a l l y b e ca u se th e

s t r e s s c o n d i t i o n s I n th e sp e cim e n s o f a sam ple grou p
sh o u ld o n ly be I n flu e n c e d by random e f f e c t s in d ep en d en t
o f th e m e c h a n ic a l s y s te m , g r i p p i n g , e t c .

A t t e n t i o n was

to be fo c u s e d on th e v a r ia n c e s o f sam ple g r o u p s .
a p p r o x im a te ly f o r t y t e s t b a r s c o u ld be accommo
d a te d in th e fu r n a c e d u r in g e a c h f i r i n g .

I n o r d e r to

e lim in a t e th e f i r i n g p ro ce d u re a s a so u rce o f e x p e r i 
m e n ta l e r r o r s , t h i r t e e n sp e cim e n s from e a c h c o m p o s itio n
were f i r e d

to g e th e r .

The p o s i t i o n s o f th e specim ens i n

th e fu r n a c e were random ized I n ad v a n ce t o d i s t r i b u t e
e f f e c t s o f fu r n a c e te m p e ratu re g r a d i e n t s .

O rton co n e s

were em ployed t o a s s e s s th e f i r i n g d e g r e e , and th e
te m p e r a tu r e s a t w h ich th e y to u ch e d were re g a rd e d a s th e
f i r i n g te m p e r a tu r e s .
The nman fracture stresses, measured in 3-poliiL

so

TABL.& 11
yttfeCTUBE STBSSSEii IK BEKDIWS Of
ft roSED SILICA fOaCHUBlHl

TBIAL BOgY.t) (p«i)

Cc na -11
1

B390

8300

6850

2

8910

8720

7430

3

8190

6860

6700

4

7990

7560

8070

5

8880

5880

7280

6

6350

7890

6980

7

6290

8100

7110

e

6390

6640

7680

9

9590

6470

3910

10

9150

7640

6850

n

6390

7380

7090

12

6710

7670

6660

7720

13

n

(p»l)

6600

7460

7030

436

64S

524

207,150

456,527

299*900

Standard Davlation

O-(pMl)
Variance (pai)^
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TABLE 111
fRACTOKE STRESSES IH BEllaltIG OF
A CRISTOBALITE fORCELAlHl

TRIAL BODY C (p»l)

Q9MM.

SsasLii.
1

8600

6010

5220

2

8350

4680

7390

3

7690

5600

6680

4

8660

6380

7210

5

8740

6120

6860

6

8870

6120

7380

7

8990

6660

7040

8

7910

5340

7040

9

7050

6660

7040

10

6320

5340

7390

a

7840

5700

6860

12

8550

6100

7210

13

8340

3970

8240

7510

6960

525

540

560

298,290

315,420

365,850

* (pal)
standard Otviatlon
o-(pal)
Varlanee (pal)

2

S2
tABLK IV
FRACTURE STRESSES IW BEHPIM; OF
A OUARTE FOaCELAlBl TRIAL BOOT B (p»l)

SR«CilRftXl_i<0.ii-

eeae__ll

ton© 11

1

8340

7600

6040

2

7420

7530

6040

3

7650

6310

5870

4

7760

6980

5030

5

8340

6980

6360

6

8010

7350

6360

7

7720

6860

6200

8

7650

7230

5870

9

7720

6980

6040

10

8530

6860

6040

11

7900

6680

6040

12

8090

5880

5876

13

7760

6980

7910

6940

5960

400

450

341

173,360

220,270

127,880

X (pal)
Standard l)«vlatlon
o-(pat)
Variance (p«i>^
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bending, are plotted veraus firing temperature o£ each
silica porcelain body in Figure 4.

the decrease in

strength o£ each o£ the bodies with degree o£ firing
indicates that they were fired on the high temperature
portion of the maturing range.

Tha optimum strengths

for these bodies result when they are fired between
Orton cones 10 and 11.

The plotted data show the quartz

porcelain to be appreciably weaker than the cristobalite
and fused silica porcelains at all degrees of firing.
The data in Tables IX, 111, and IV were used to
obtain estimates of variances for each body fired to
the indicated temperaturea.

Simple "t” and F ratio

tests were employed to check the significances of tha
differences between means and variances of bodies C and
44 45
D in comparison to body A.
*
A simple analysie of
variance technique was called for in the original experimantal design; however, there was little point In
performing this type of analysie as the results of
figure 4 already pointed to large differences between
the sample mean fracture stresses.

In a real sense,

figure 4 is a graphical significance test showing a very
high degree of significance between the mean fracture
stresses of bodies C and D compared to body B.
Tests of significance, the **t" tost for differences
between means and the F ratio test for variance, were
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performed, the results appearing in Table V.
The cristobalite and fused silica porcelain sample
statistics were compared with the quartz porcelain
statistics within firings*

The significance levels

given in the fifth and eighth columns of the table are
determined by the degrees of freedom; equal to n-l for
the F ratio test and n^ > n 2 -2 for the t test*

The

fonmilae for these tests are given below:
t *« Xj • ^ 2

n.

F

.V..J8fi2£

V min*
A

or F test result corresponding to the B«5%

slgnificence level Is considered to be algnifleant.
Test results corresponding to percentages above 5 per
cent can indicate two things:

( 1 ) no assignable fac

tors are influencing the test results, (2 ) the sample
size is not large enough to indicate significance at
the chosen level.
This second possibility is a strong one, when the
staxsiard deviation or the square root of the variance is
large indicating a very broad data spread.

In this

instance, power of the test is low.
The ;x»wer of a significance test is a measure of its
ability to distinguish assignable causes from random
causes in numerical data taken under properly controlled

TABLE V
RESULTS

g SATIQ SlGmFlOvNCL TESTS ON OATA IR TABLES XX. I I I .

I

%P
mmmim

1

k e I r BI),

(^aaxtz

13

7910

400

Fused Silica

12

8600

435

4.01

Crlatcbalita

13

6240

525

1.72

Qitartz

13

6940

450

Fused Silica

13

7460

€45

2.26

5-2.5

O^atoballce

13

7510

540

2.60

1

<;uartz

12

5960

341

fused Silica

12

7050

524

6.61

0 .1

Crist<^litc

12

6960

560

4.92

0 .1

IV

173,360
0 .1
10

207,150

1.19

10

296,290

1.72

10

456,520

2.07

10

315,420

1.43

10

299,900

2.34

5-iO

365,650

2 .8 6

5

220,270

127,660

•ta
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eondlclona.

the power o£ a teat can be increaaed only

by uaing a larger sample.

For a given sample size, the

power of a test is greater when the data has a narrow
dispersion, and the degree of falseness of the hypothesis
(usually a null one), abovtt the data being ccxnpared, ia
graat>^
Referring to Table V, one observes that statisti
cally significant differences exist between mean fracttire stresses of bodies B and C compared to body A ex
cept for the cone 1 1 , cristobalite body comparison.

In

that case, the "t" test comparing the strength of the
cristobalite body with the quartz body within the cone
11 firing gave a result at the F

»

107» significance

level which la usually considered not significant.
Conversely, the f ratio tests for sample variances
were all negative except for the comparison between
quartz and cristobalite porcelains within the cone 13
firing.

It is noteworthy that the variance for the

quartz porcelain is the smallest in magnitude for each
fired degree.

It can quickly be d e t e m i n e d that there

are no significant differences between variances of
sample groups of the same porcelain types.
one can pool the variances according tot
''iXJoUd “ Vl

V; ^ V 3 * ---

Therefore,
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wtuire k is the nuoabor of sample groups, or it Is tlie
reduction in the degrees of freedom which results from
the pocllng procedure.
The pooled estimates of variance appear In Appen
dix B and the F ratios of pooled variances of bodies C
and D compared to body B ares
^B.C ■
B,
-.0 ■ M

- »•««

S

•

The F ** 5X aignlficance level for the pooled sam
ple sizes has a value of F « 1.77 and for the 1% level,
a value of F • 2.25.

The power of the test has been

greatly I n c m a s e d by the pooling procedure.
seen that the variances for bodies C and
cantly greater than for body B.

It is now

Q are

signifi

In fact, the test result

for comparing the fused silica body with the ffuartz body
is significant at close to the 17. level.
vious that the sample sizes before pooling

It la ob

w&xa

too

small to distinguish assignable from raxitScNQ factors
affecting the data spread of fracture stresses.

The mlcrostructures of the silica porcelains of
this study were observed in reflected light and are de
picted in Figures 5, 6 , and 7.
These figures display highly magnified regions of
the mierostrueture of bodies B, C, a»uS O.

The distlno-
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Figure 5. Fhotomlcrogpreph o£ Body B, Quarts
Forcelaln, Ma|pnl£loatloa 50C X*
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F i g w e 7« Fliotomlcrograph of Body D, Fused
SUleii ForceXain , Magalfleatlon 500 x.
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tlons between the quartz porcelain and the othere la
quite obvious.

The main distinction hetvwen the quartz

and cristobalite mierostrueture a lies In the different
character of the fractinoes within and aurrounding the
grains of each form of silica.

In the quartz porcalaln,

severe fracturing occunred In the peripheral regions of
the larger grains.

Internal grain fractures were pre

valent and usually linear or nearly so.

In contrast,

the major fractures occurring In the cristobalite por
celain mlcrostructures were within the grain boundaries
of the larger grains and were seen to have a tendency to
traverse curvilinear paths.

A lesser amount of fractur

ing occurred at the grain matrix interface and rarely
did fractures extend Into the matrix aa so often happened
in the quartz porcelain.

The grains of quartz had a much

stronger tendency to pull out of the matrix during spec
imen preparation.

Vety little mlcroeracking Is observ

able in the fused silica mierostrueture.
The fused silica is undoubtedly more reactive than
either quartz or cristobalite.

Because of its anomalous

ly low coefficient of thermal expansion, relative to the
matrix, the fused silica grains should be in compression,
vdille the sixrroundlng matrix is in radial oompresslon
and tangential tension.
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B.

Evaluation of the Indirect Tensile Test Method
Employing Diametrally Loaded Cylinders
W r i g h t , u s i n g this method, had determined in hla

studies on concrete that loading strips were necessary to
obtain consistent results*

He ultimately selected ply

wood strips of a width to provide a ratio of a to D less
than 1/12, with 0 constant at 6 inches*
3*

Refer to Figure

The maximum specimen diameter contemplated In porce

lain testing was to be oi» inch, requiring loading strips
0*083 Inches or less in width*
Balsa wood, soft flat metal wire and blotter paper
were materials selected for consideration as loading
strips*

The first two materials were too inconsistent

in their dimensions, particularly thickness, and the
wires were difficult to affix to the specimens*

The

blotter paper was selected as the best material on the
basis of the tests to be described.
Thirty specimens, 1 inch long by 1 inch diameter,
of a commercial quartz porcelain, %fere fired to cone 1 2
in a production kiln.

They were set individually on a

cylinder face and so experlencad dlffarential shrinkage
along the diameter due to the higher surface to mass
ratio at the ends of the cylinders.

The faces of the

cylinders were slightly dished due to the oriented
structure resulting from extrusion forming.
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The fired apeclmens were divided into three groups
of 10 each for testing.
loading strip.

Group 1 was tested with no

Loading etrips, 0.05 inches wide were

affixed to the specisiens of Group IX, and extremely
wide strips were employed in the testing of Group III
specimens.

This data appears In Table VI.

In spite of the fact that a relatively small
number of specimens were employed in each trial group,
the results indicated a very strong effect of loading
strip width.

The strength averages increased with

strip width idiile the dlsi>erelon of test results be
came narrower.
The affixing of narrow loading scrips was a tedi
ous procedure, and, since projected studies were to
involve hundreds of tests, it was decided to proceed
with either no strip or the wide strip.

A second

experiment was carried out to check these first re
sults with more tests and to obtain better estimates of
the mean strengths and standard deviations.
Twenty-five specimens from the same commercial
body were tested under each set of loading conditions.
These data appear in Table VIX.

The wide strip again

resulted in a higher average fracture stnaiss aiul a
lower data spread than did the no-strip condition.

The

large dispersion resulting from loading without a atrip
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TABLE VI

EFfitCIS OV LQa DIHC; STMf WIDTHS OM FRACTOSB STRESSES
CALa)I.ATKa TENSILE STRESSES AT FAILURE (p»L)

SgifitesaAj

Group I
BgLgJfJTlE

Group 11

Group III

1

3560

3820

4530

2

2760

4430

4630

3

2860

4120

4740

4

4600

4800

5430

5

4850

4550

4990

6

4670

3570

5250

7

3870

5120

5260

8

4990

4890

6040

5240

5730

9
X (p«i)

4020

4500

5180

O'(p»l)

830

540

480

19.7

12.0

9.2

Coefficient
of Variance
c ,
—
OOO)

X
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TABLE VI1
EFFECT QN. ..SAHFLE STAT1EYICS-.0.F. A _.riIDE....LQADING.ETRIF
CALOILAJiLl. TSi^blLE.-isTSESSEE-AT_..FAll^^

Group IV

Group V

^qateoJlsu.
i

4780
4710
4720
4050
5180
3680
4580
2990
5220
4530
3670
4420
3330
4930
5100
5280
5300
4910
5240
4640
4540
5710

3820
4650
4350
562C
5530
4540
5460
4910
4729
5580
4690
4460
5260
5150
4560
5830
4610
4710
5600
4920
3090
5230
5660

X (psi)

4610

5090

o-<psi)

650

460

14.1

9.4

2

3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
16
19
20
21
22

23

Coefficient
of Variance

~

(1 0 0 )
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appeared to be due to three or four very low results In
Group IV,

These In tuxm were apparently caused by very

small surface Irregularities along the cylinder gener
ators in contact with the loading platens.

The strips

have the effect of distributing the load more uniformly
along the cylinder generators thus minimizing local
stress concentrations.
The scattered low results due to the above cited
cause do not, however, account for all of the difference
between the means of Groups IV and V.

Progressing from

the no-strip condition to successively wider loading
strips has the effect of reducing the area under tensile
stress in the diametral plane according to;
®

«>'j

AS a, the loading strip width increases, the criti
cal angle for 9 at which tensile stresses go to zero,
decreases.

For example, when a « D/12, 9 - Sin 9 » 1/6

and 9 » 1 radian.

Approximately 5/6 of the diametral

plane Is under tensile stress.

See Figure 4,

The broken specimens from Groups I-V were character
ized by fracture patterns In the diametral plane which
strongly reflected the stress distribution in the man
ner depicted In Figure 8 .
The proportionate area In tensile stress decreased
through Groups 1, 11, and 111.

The fraction of the
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EXPANDED VIEW OF FRACTURED
CYLINDER OF PORCELAIN

SECONDARY
FRACTURE SURFACE
PRIMARY FRACTURE
SURFACE
VIEW OF FACE

Figure 8, Characteristic Fractures Occurring in
Cylinders Diametrally Loaded to Failure.
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diameter in tension for the wide strip condition mea
sured 0.850*' (average for 20 epeclmens), in which
case it appeared that the wide strip had an effective
contact width Less than O.ID which is the theoretical
limit.

This compares very well with the predicted

diameter length in tension, 0.833 d for a atrip width
of a » d/12.

Consequently, it was decided to employ

the wide strip.
The secondary fracture ^hown in Figure 8 results
from the compression of the two halves of the speci
men as the initial strain is released upon primary
fracture.

In diametral loading teste of

very

weak

brittle materials, the low strains at fracture do not
result In a secondary break of this type.

For example,

in the testing of highly porous, underfired porcelains,
no secondary fractures occurred.

At the other extreme,

for very strong porcelains, fracture under diametral
load results in explosive breaks with loss of specimen.
Another reason for electing to use the wide loading
atrip relates to the larger scale mlorostructure
extruded porcelain bodies.

of

The extrusion process,

normally results in a great deal of orientation of the
mineral constituents in the surface regions of the
extruded bars.

The use of a wide loading strip places

an outer shell of the specimen under the platens of
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approxluuite thickness d/12 In compressive stress*

Thus,

the central portion o£ the diametral plane In tension
has a reasonably uniiorm mierostrueture.
The sample statistics, x and crlisted In Table
Vli £or tlie Group V specimens compare well with pub
lished results determined in direct tension.

Reported

values of mean tensile strengths o£ commercial quarts
porcelains vary between 5000 and 6000 psi.
o£ variance range between 10 and 2 0 percent.

Coefficients
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C.

Stvullefi of the Influence of Variatlone In Flaw
Density on the Strength of a Triaxial Altoolna
Forcelaln
AS stated earlier, large particle quarts In tri

axial porcelains represents a m j o r source of structural
defects resulting in lowered strength values.

Alumina

porcelains are often formulated from ball clays, kaolin,
feldspar, and alumina.

The first three batch Ingredi

ents are contaminated to varying degrees with free quartz.
Alumina bodies employed In the manufacture of electrical
porcelains contain up to eight percent by weight of free
quarts.

The particle slses of this Impurity quartz

range between 1 and 1 0 0 microns, expressed as equivalent
spherical diameters.
Trial bodies a O through A5 (page 37) wpere designed
to study the effects on strength of controlled concen
trations of quartz.

The quartz In these bodies consisted

of rounded grains of Ottawa sand classified by eievlng
through a 140 intsh sieve onto a 170 mesh sieve.

Figure

9 is a photomicrograph of this quartz and Figure 1 0 Is
a particle size analysis.
with a Coulter counter.

The analysis was performed
It demonstrates a very sharp

particle size cut-off at about 90 microns whereas 94
weight percent is finer than 130 microns.
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Figure 9. Photomicrograph of Fractionated
Ottawa Sand, Magnification 93 X.
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The openinga o£ U.S. stetidard eleve 0 for the 140
and 170 toesh aievea, are 105 and 88 microns, reapoctlvely.

It ia noted that the sieved Ottawa sand had a

measured range of particle diameters exceeding that
range bounded by the stated openings of the two sieves.
The distribution of particle diameters as measured with
a Coulter Counter extended well above 105 microns but
stopped at about SB microns, the smaller sieve opening.
Tills la to be expected, since, in sieving non-spherlcal
particles, for example, ellipsoidal particles, the more
elongated ones liave larger volumes (for tlie same trans
verse diameter) tlwin the equldlmenslonal ones and will
be lxu:luded together In the same sieve fraction.

The

Coulter Counter measures the volumes of the individual
particles and In tlie data analysis these volumes are
converted to equivalent spherical dlaiseters.
AS the plot of Figure XO was nearly linear, the
sieved quarts particle diameters approach a log-normal
distribution, l.e., the natural logarithms of the parti
cle diameters are close to being normally distributed.
The Coulter Counter was also used to measure the
number of particles per gram of rounded, fractionated
quarte grains.

The counter was adjusted to gate 0.5 cc

samples of water containing 1 milligram of quartz parti
cles.

The results for ten replications are given in

Table Vlll.
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TABLE V m
OF 115 MICRON OUARTTE lAB T i a E S

SSXiUM

I M
1

479

2

523

3

501

4

477

5

444

6

476

7

488

s

453

9

467

10

413

Average

»

A72 partlcles/mg.
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TABLE IX

fARTICLS COHCEKTHATIOH BY VOUBIE
or 115 MICRON QUARTS IN
TRIAXIAL ALCWm
rORCELAlH BODIES
Body

Quartz Content

Farticle ]
___ imjssi

1/16

0.82

Al

i/8

1.64

2

1/4

3.28

A3

1-1/4

16.40

a4

2-1/2

32.80

a

a

O
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The measured specific gravity of body a 5 which
is free of quartz, was 2.66 gm./cc. The quartz additions
in bodies AO to a 4 did not significantly change the fired
specific gravities, therefore, particle density is di
rectly proportional to weight percent concentration*
Approximate values of quartz particle concentra
tion by voluDoe in the trial bodies are given in Table IX*
Farticle concentrations were held In this range to
minimize the probability of contiguous particles*
The original experimental plan was to fire 480
specimens each of the four trial bodies, Al through a 4,
under identical firing conditions*

In this way it was

hoped to obtain sufficient data to secure accurate e s 
timates of the central tendency, dispersion, and shape
of the fracture stress distributions*

Two difficulties

erose early in the experiment which required a change
in the experiment design*

It was found after two firings

of each of the compositions that the firing treatment
could not be controlled adequately to provide suffi
ciently good replication of s»an fracture stresses*

The

mean fracture stresses for samples of given compositions
fired to the same degree varied between zero and 4*3
percent*
For example, three subsequent firings of the Al
composition gave m ean fracture stresses of 7280, 7170,
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and 6995 pal with an estimated universe standard devia
tion of 390 psi (mean sample size, n » 61*)
The standard error of the mean Is given by:

lOils value of

corresponds to a 95% probability

that the means of samples of size n « 61, will fall
between 7160

100 psi, where 7160 psi is the grand

average fracture stress*

The lowest and highest values

of mean fracture stress, 6995 and 7280 psi, did lie
outside the 957* probability level

but well

X
within the ± 3 ce. level* Itie san»» lack of homogeneity
x
occurred in the data for three firings of the a 3 compo
sition; however, replicated sample statistics for the
a

2 and a 4 compositions did not differ significantly*
AS dsscrlbsd earlier, a paper loading strip was

inssrtsd between the test specimen and the loading
platens*

At ths snd of the tests, the loading strips

bors ths Impressions of the cylinders*

These impressions

oftsn showed non-uniform character resulting from bad
specimen shape or, in e few Instances, non-parallel
loading platens*

The test result was rejected if the

loading strip bore a non-linear impression or if the
primary fracture path was not vertically centered in the
broken specimen*

A few results were rejected because
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the specimene contained macro-flows in ths form of
large Inclusions*

These inclusions were introduced

dtiring body preparation and invariably resulted in
abnormally low test results*
The results rejected on the basis of non-centered
fracture paths were observed to be distributed through
out the data sets*

Rejections on this basis occurred

most frequently with bodies containing the lowest
quartz particle concentrations*

Fracture stress values

rejected on the basis of a bed loading strip impression
were much lower in magnitude than the average fracture
■tresses for the sample groups with only a few results
distributed through the accepted values*
The precision in the calculeted fracture stress
values was determined to be dr 40 pel*
appears in Appendix C.

The calculation

The data for each sample group

appear in Appeiwlix 0 in the form of frequency distri
butions with cell widths corresponding to the calculated
precision for individual results*

The arithmetic mean,

standard deviation, end coeffleient of variance are
given at the bottom of each frequency distribution*
The indlvid'ual distributions of sample data in
Appendix D for the respective quartz particle concentra
tion were combined to obtain better estimates of the
sample statistics, including the standard error of the
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mean.

These combined distributions appear in Tables

X, XI, XII, and XIII for firings terminated at 1285® C.
The cell width was selected at 160 psi, or double the
precision range*

The complete calculations employing

a standard short cut method are given in these tables.
The calculated values for the standard errors of
the means show the sample means for bodies A2 and a 4
(Tables XXI and XXllI in Appendix D) to vary within
experimental error.

Significant differences between

the sample means of the Al and A3 bodies (Tables XX
and XXll in Appendix D) are distinguishable at the
F B 95% significance level.

These differences do not

appear to be of practical significance as the standard
errors of the means are quite small and thus’very effi
cient in the detection of statistically significant
variations.
The mean fracture stresses of bodies Al through A4
fired to 1283® C.

are plotted in Figures 11 and 12.

As seen in Figure 12, the data, when plotted on semilogarithmic paper, follow a linear relationship between
log of the quartz particle concentration and fracture
stress.

A second set of data was developed to study the
effect of vanishingly small quartz particle concentra
tion.

Two additional bodies were compounded, containing
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TABLE X

fiHU-tlga.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

5880
6040
6200
6360
6520
6680
6840
7000
7160
7320
7480
7640
7800
7960
8120

X (coll units) •

i

1

i

-8
-7
-6
-5
-4
-3
•*2
•*1
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

0
1
6
9
16
17
22
36
22
24
14
9
4

t£
-8
0
-6
-30
-36
—4S
-34
-22
0
22
48
42
36
20

64
0
36
150
144
144
68
22
0 i
22
96
126
144
100
72

** ^0#022

X « 7160 - 0.022(160) « 7160 - 3 *• 7157 p»l
o-» 350^^1^^

414

390 p«t

for n B 61, standard orror of tha loe&n «>

390

SO psi
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TABLE XI

gpj?.Y,iu?jLiiim.

IP,,,

9Z.

MXJ^su,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
e
9
10

J3^x_Qf,...m_MEMi

M
5880
6040
6200
6360
6520

6680
6840
7000
7160
7320
7480
7640
7800
7960
8120
8280
8440

11

12
13
14
15
16
17

..

1
6
3
14
22
34
36
45
31
23
19
12
5

-7
.6
-5
-4
•3
-2
-1

0
1

2
3
4
5

1

6
7
8
9

1
B 5

Jf£l

-7
-36
-15
-56
-66
-68
-36
0
31
46
57
48
25
6
14

49
216
75
224
198
136
36
0 Assuned origin
31
92
171
192
125
36
98

0
^9
^

0
81

X (eoll units) « ■4 8 B -0«188
B f
X • 7000 - 0.188 (160) « 7000 - 30 * 6970 p«t
400

408

+ 4 0 9 ^ J | )b 405 psi

for n w 85, standard error of tlis m m

»

403 b 4 4 psi

<S5) ¥
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TABLE XXI
GROUFSD

FRKCmmY

BODX A3l

DlSTRIBUIIOy OF F M C T U R S STRESSES OF

THREE FIRXNCS TO l?.85® C.

JUiSi.

i
5240
5400
5560
5720
5880
6040
6200
6360
6520
6680
6840
7000
7160
7320
7480

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

2
4
5
10
20
25
42
33
31
32
22
11
4
2

C A L a ^ A T I O W OF

M

-5
«4
-3
-2
•1
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

-12
-20
-20
-30
-40
-25
0
33
62
96
88
55
24
14

£d*
72
100
80
90
80
25
0
23
124
288
352
275
144
98
128

i

id
X (cell unite) «

X « 6200 > 0.984 (160)
a-

AOO

for n -

B k O.984
6200 + 158 « 6358 pet

. 3 9 0 ( - ^ ) . A03
82|

396 pal

aCandard error of tha asan '•

396

(82)*

<« AA pal
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TABLE x m
OltOVK!) FKeWEHCX DXSTSXBUTIOS OF F8ACTUSB STRESSES
BODY

a 4-. t w o

rXMKCS TO 1283° C.

CatOT-AT: 3S OF

meah ato stasdam error of the weak

P^ll..Np.f..
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

1
5400
5560
5120
5880
6040
6200
6360
6520
6680
6840
7000
7160

7
9
16
17
35
23
24
9
6
5
1

•4
-3
-2
-1
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Bf

M

2
f4,,..

-28
-27
-32
-17
0
233
4a
27
24
25
6
7
Bo

112
81
64
17
0
23
96
ai
96
125
36
49

X (cell tmitt) w *5& » +0.366
X «* 6040 + 0.366 (160) » 6040 + 59 « 6099 pel
5r(welght«id average) » 293
for a » 76, ttandard

error o f

394

353 poJ.

the u®an « .353 .« 41 pal

m

2s50

w

2.00
H
o

Ni

I

1.50

M
s
m
Pm
O
§
M
H

0.50

o 0.00 .

J _______I______ J_______ I

6000

6400

i

6800

J --------1--------1_______1 M,. „x......... i..............L

7200

7600

8000

8400

MEAN FRACTURE STRESS (pal)

Figure 11. Mean Fracture Stress Versus Quartz
fioncentratlon p£ T r i a x i a l Alumina P o r c e la i n B o d ie s .
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0*0675 and zero weight percent of quartz and designated
aO

and

a 5,

reapecttvaly.

These bodies were made into

cylindrical specimens and fired together with groups
of A2 and a 4 specimens to 1275® C.

The frequency dis

tributions and sample statistics for these data sets
appear in Tables XIV, XV, XVI, and XVI1. It is possibly
worth noting that the standard deviation for the quartz
free body was 460 psi, much larger than any of the pre
viously determined standard deviations for quartz con
taining bodies.
The mean fracture stresses are plotted versus
quartz content in Figures 11 and 12.

The curves are

very similar to the earlier ones for the 1285® C.
firing.

A linear relation between logarithm of quartz

concentration versus mean fracture stress is again
observable.
AS the a 5 body was not fired in the earlier 1285® C*
study, the cartesian coordinate plot in Figure 11 was
extended through extrapolation of the log concentration
vs. mean stress plot to the lowest value of C « 0,01
percent.
1hotomlcrographs of bodies iv5 with no addition of
large particle quartz and of body a 4 with e 2| weight
percent addition appear in Figures 13 and 14, respec
tively. Figure 13 Is intended to show the general
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TABLE KIV
CBOOfEP EBECCEKCY B15TR1BOTIOW OK FHACTUBS STBSSSES
OF aCDY AOl BIBED TO nTS^.C. -CALCTjl.ATIOM OF
THE HBAH ANC STftWOARB aBVIATlOM

1U22 a,
1

6360
6520
6680
6840
7000
7160
7320
7480
7640
7800

7

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

x(ctll tinlCi)

i

1

1
2
3
15
4
8
5
7
3

-4
-3
-2
-1

+25

«

-4
-6
-6
-15

0

1
2
3
4

16
18
12
15

0 A:
8

0
B
10

20

21
12

63
46

5

7^

“

M

<5!

+0. 51

*?9
7000

CT(cell
(T«

+

0.51(160)

units)

2.06 (160)

B

B

7000

+

82

•

7082 pi

1 225-(0.51>^ • \|4.58..25

B

332 ptl

*

2.08
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TABLE XV
CROUEED FRECOEWCT DISTOiaUTIOW OF m C T t l B E STRESSES

OF

BOf Y

riREp TO H T B ” C.

C.‘J-Cm.AT10N

THE KEAN AHD STAHDARD PEVIATIOW

1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
XO

n
12

5)20
56B0
6040
6200
6360
6520
6680
6840
7000
7160
7320
7480

1
3
8
7
13
a
9
11

2
5
6

tI

-4
-3
-2
-1
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

-5
-12
-24
-14
-13
0
9
22
6
20
30

.8

id
25
48
72
28
13
0 i
9
44
18
80
150
144
W

m
m
m

K (cell units) •*

^0.558

X • 6320 + 0.538(160) *• 6520 + 89 « 6609

CT- Z.8UI60} •> 449 pal

OF
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TABLE XVI
.m m S Q I

5l
1

2
3
4
3
6
7
6

9
10
11
12
13
14

5080
5240
5400
5560

1
3
1
3

57ZQ

9

5880
8040
6200
6360
6520
6680
6840
7000
7160

7
10
11
5
7
5
4
2

-5
-4
-3
-2
-1
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

s»6
-15
-4
-9
-18
-7
0
11
10
21
20
20
12

JL

+5j

X (ell units) B■
X

Jm

- +0.618

• 6040 + 0.618(160) • 6040 ^99 B 6139 1

(TCcsll

units) B^ 592-

(Sb
CT"

36
75
16
27
36
7
0 j
11
20
63
80
100
72
„49

2.88(160) B 481 p»i

(0.62)^ ■'Je.69-0.38

2.86

n
Table

kvii

Q L M m L M i ...........................r ) E L , M
gBJSS^ISLl^EM’
M

C » u No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

1
1
0
1

7400
7360
7720
7880
8040
8200
8360
8520
8680
8840
9000
9160
9320
9480
9640

4
3
9
7
3
7
7
6
3
5
0

&

M

-7
-6
-5
-4
-3
-2
-1
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

-7
0
-5
-16
•9
-18
-7
0
7
14
18
12
25
0

5^

sd
49
0
25
64
27
36
7
0
7
28
54
48
125
0

i

5 ^

X ( e l l units) « + 1 1 *• +0.368
X » 8520 + 0.368(160)f m 8520 ♦ 59 ■ 8579
CJCcftll units) «•

(Tm

2.99(160) - 478 psi

-(0.37)^ « \|9.12-0.14 « \l8.98 - 2.99
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Figuctt 13* Fhotealcxiagraph of Triaailal Alumliui
Foroolain Body A5 Contaltting Ho Coarae Quarts, Magnifi
cation 250 X*
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Figure 14, Photomicrograph of Triaxial
Altamina Forcelaln Body A4 Containing 115 Micron
Quartz Fartlclea, Magnification 500 X.
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microstructure of the triaxial alumina porcelain body.
The minute white particles are alumina having an average
particle size diameter close to 5 microns.
black voids represent quartz pull-outs.
cles of Impurity quartz can be observed.

The large

Several parti
The small

round voids are natural pores, all smaller than 10
microns.

The relatively large \mlform gray areas are

fused feldspar grains.

These are more distinct in

Figure 14 wherein several of them of nearly equal size
surround the quartz particle in the center of the fig
ure.

This particle measures 110 microns In length.

A

very slight amount of dissolution has occurred around the
periphery of the particle.

The cracking is confined to

the Interior of this particular quartz grain although it
Just as frequently extends into the matrix as deplotad

Sun Figure

5 of the quartz porcelain body.

Attempts were made to photograph fracture surfaces
but focusing depth limitations made it too difficult.
By employing incident light with a binocular microscope,
one consistently observed the fracture surface to pass
arouxid tha quartz grains.

This observation indicated a

high degree of grain boundary separation between the
guartz grains and the matrix.

CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A,

Effect of Silica Modifications on Fracture Stress
Statistics and Microstructures of Triaxial Silica
Forcelains
The *'t" test for difference between sample means and

tha F test for variance ratios were employed partly to
demonstrate the worth of such established tests in studies
of fracture stresses of ceramic materials.

A proper pro

cedure for statistically comparing the means and variances
of two samples begins by testing the estimates of variances
to see if they could represent the same population.

If

they do, then one can proceed to pool these astimates and
carry out straightforward "t” tests for the differences
between the means.

If tha variances represent different

populations, the '’f

testiis son»what more complicated.

In this study, firing degree was a variable and
mean fracture stresses were measured as a function of
this variable for each form of Si02*

The graphed data

already indicated the quartz porcelain to be much weaker
than the cristobalite or fused silica porcelain at each
degree of firing.

Such a plot is in itself a signifi

cance test and analytical or graphical significance
tests probably are not worth performing when the effect
is so obvious.
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In strength stvidles, the effect of a variable on
the dispersion of the data is often as important as the
effect of this variable on tha nman fracture stresaea
of samples.

One cannot simply plot the standard devia

tions as a function of a variable and be certain that
observed differences are significant.

Significance tests

are definitely called for aiul, as the data of this study
danonstrated, they may indicate a high probability that
the variable at different levels significantly affects
the data spread.

The direction in which the spread or

dispersion of data is changed may also be valuable in
aiding the inveatigator to deduce what caused the changes
in mschanical strengths.
The results of F ratio tests indicated h i ^ pro
babilities that the qtaartz form of silica provided a
much narrower data spread in samples than did the cristobalite or fused silica forms.

The probable reason for

these differences in dispersion is observable in the
photomicrographs.

The high density of quarts-astocieted

microcracks does not exist in either the cristobalite
o r fused silica porcelains,

this alone could explain

as well the strength differences between the quarts
porcelain and the other two varieties.

However, a sec

ond contributing factor exists in the crack intensity
related to each form of silica.

Along with thla factor.
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one must also consider the density and dispersion of
flaws.

These are most difficult to assess quantitative

ly and one assumes then the direct applicability of sta
tistical theories of strength of brittle solids in all
their detail.

These theories have been well supported

by studies which demonstrated the effect of specimen size
on mean fracture stress.

No data have been published

to date vdiich demonstrates the predicted effects of
varying flaw density or total number of flaws on the
dispersion of the fracture stress data.
The qtiestion which ultimately arises is how much
data is necessary to statistically verify significant
changes in strength sample statistics.

In this study

it was shown that 12 or 13 specimens per saoqple were
sufficient to detect significant differences between
sample means of fracture stresses measured in bending.
These same numbers of specimens were not aufficient to
detect significant differences between sample variances.
Only when sample variances were pooled to give about 35
degrees of freedom for the F ratio variance test could
real differences be proven to exist.
One cannot specify precisely the minimum number of
specimens to test per sample group as this number is in
turn a function of the variance as determined from the
data after it is taken.

It would appear from a survey
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of published screngch statiscies of ceramic materiale
that approximately 50 specimens should be broken to be
eble to detect signifioent differences in sample vari
ances.

This estimate is based on the fact that the

standard deviation of tensile test results of fired
ceramics is often of the order of 10 to 15% of the
mean strengths.
In the testing of the differences between means,
the minimum sample size will also depend on the values
at which the variable factor is adjusted in the experieoent.

Thie fact, obvious as it may appear, is neverthe

less overlooked in strength studies of many brittle
solids.

It is frequently observed that as all varieties

of defects are removed from these solids, the mechenlcel
etrength becomes more

and more

environmental conditions.

sensitive to atirface and

Glass is a case in point as

it does not contain internal flaws of sufficient in
tensity end density to control the omchanlcal properties.
AS a consequence, the weakest regions in glass occur
at the surface where fraotui^ invariably originates.
In typical quarts porcelains, on the other hand, rela
tively large internal cracks develop during cooling and
these cracks predceninontly influence the taechanical
strength of these porcelains,

as

the quarts particle

sise is reduced by grinding, the flaw density and
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Intensity ssast both ohangs.

The shape of the quarts-

aeeoeiatcd flaw distribution probably ehanges too.

In

faet, the shape of the flaw distribution is strongly
detertained by the nature of the stress field imposed
during strength testing.

It is possibly true that tauoh

of the strength data determined by the modulus of rup
ture technique is not representative of the fulk mater
ial.
The ideal strength testing method le the direct
tensile pull test.

When end if thie test is ever per

fected for brittle solids, we may note marked effects
on the reported spread of etrength data ae this test
enables ons to make large variations in the volume of
meteriel pieced under e uniform etreee.
For the preeent, inveetigetore will continue to
rely on bending methoda to secure strength date on
many ceramic materials.

Strength data taken in bending

were used by Weibull in his pioneering statistical
analyses of fracture stresses in solids.

The method

holds one great advantage over the direct and indirect
tenaile methods, namely, that the stress fielda developed
in cylindrical rods are highly reproducible.

The prob

lems sssoeisted with grips and loading platens are avoid
ed.

Because of this, one can more confidently expect

consistency in the strength statistics calculated from
fracture stress data takan in bending*
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B.

Experiments on the Elfeet

of

Loading Strip

Dimension in Diametral Loading Testa
This indirect tensile method was selected princi
pally because it permitted rapid testing of a large
number

of

epeelmens.

The loading strip material final

ly selected was a fine-fibred, hard blotter peper which
was highly uniform in thickness*

The problem of cutting

and affixing narrow strips to both sides of the test
cylinders was circumvented by employing wide strips and
permitting the specimen diameter to determine the effec
tive strip width*
Data taken for no-strip, narrow strip, snd wide
strip loading conditions showed that the msan fracture
street increased and the data spread decreased through
the sequence*

The maxiimaa area in tensile stress changes

from DL (diameter x length) to approximately 0*85 DL*
This change would not be large enough to reflect the
aise effect unless the flaw density was unusually low.
The observed changes in strength

ample

statistics were

most probably due to Improvements In stress distribution
along cylinder generators in contact with the loading
platens*
In this study and in the main stisdy idtich followed
it, the loading platens were maintained parallel.
cylinder specimen was not perfectly rectangular in

If a

longitudinal croas-section, high local stretsaa would
develop and the apecioien Ceiled under an abnormally low
applied load*

The blotter paper loading stripe were

severely compressed in the load bearing area and reflected
rather well the quality of the load distribution*

The

slightest cocking of the upper movable platen would
give the some bad load distribution as a poorly ahaped
specimen*
Whenever the loading strip bore a bad specimen
impression the result was rejected even though this led
to the loss of u p to forty percent of the test results
for a sample group*

ot

butiona

The fact that the frequency distrl-

the accepted results were always character

ised by a strong central tendency, i*e., they were one*
moded and were quite symmetrical, indicated this proce
dure was effective in the screening of results*

Most of

the rejected results were due to random and non-random
deviations in the dimensional properties of the cylin
ders*

The non-random deviations were the result of

unavoidable diameter changes occuring during extrusion
of the porcelain bodies*

This difficulty could be

overcome by truing the cylinders w ith a centerless
grinder*

Such grinders are not available for grinding

dry porcelain and it should be difficult to modify
machines designed for grinding metals*
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An alternative procedure might consist of screen
ing out poorly shaped specimens with shadowgraph devices
commonly employed in high precision engineering*

Again,

this would be a very time-consuming procedure*
Data rejection based on loading strip Impressions
is, on the other hahd, very rapid and probably does not
detract from the reliability of reaults to any objection
able degree*

The data dispersion would be more affected

than the mean atrength values.
The diametral loading method for indirectly meaauring the tensile strength of brittle solids is being
studied by Duckuorth^^ at the Battelle Institute*

His

results should include photoelastic and strain gage
measurements*
The method may be recommended whenever the materi
als under study ars in very short supply*

It may also

be a valitable technique for performing high temperatumk
strength measurements*

In many instances, the slaq>li-

city and rapidity of the technique will plac^ it in
first favor*
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C*

Studies on the Influence of Varlstlons In Flew
Density on the Strengths of a Triaxial Alumina
Porcelain
Particle Concentration
and Mean Fracture Straas
The mean fracture stresses determined as a function

of quartz particle concentration at both trial tempera
turea were plotted on Cartesian and on sesri-log paper*
The Cartesian plots were very similar in shape and demon
strated an unueually strong effect of low concentrations
of large particle quartz on mean fracture stresses*

Only

1*25 weight percent of quartz reduced the strength of the
alumina porcelain from 6380 psi to 6140 psi, a decrease
of over 25 percent*

These curves further revealed that

quartz concentrations above 2 to 3 weight percent are
relatively Ineffective in further reducing the strength
of the alumina porcelain*
The linear curves obtained by plotting the natural
logarithm of the quarts concentration (log C) versus
mean fracture stress (S) serve to support the statisti
cal theories of strength*

As Epstein pointed out, the

majority of materials eKhlbltlng the size effect demon
strate log V or (log V)*| dependency*

The former derives

from an assumed Laplacian distribution of flaw strengths;
whereas, the latter derives from a Gaussian distribution*
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Each of these distributions are definable by only
two parameters.
figure 15.

They are plotted in normalized form in

The Greek l e t t e r ^ stands for the arithmetic

mean in both probability density functions of flaw
strengths.

The letters

cr and

dispersion of flaw strengths.

<3 represent measures of
A Laplacian distribution

of flaws should cause the mean fracture stress to be
related to total flaw number according tos
s

- c3log|^^^

If one could know with confidence that the flaws were
so distributed, theny(<, determined from plots of
experimental data, would represent a true value for the
mean flaw atrength.

In this Investigation, V was held

constant and n varied by altering the concentration
of quartz particles.

The quartz particle density, c,

should be directly proportional to flaw density, n,
so long as the mierostrueture remained constant, l.e.,
n B ko, where k is a proportionality constant.

There

is no way to assess the value of k even though one would
have to know it in order to draw detailed conclusions
from observed changes in the dispersion of results,

the

mean number of effective flaws is directly related to the
volume of a specimen being acted upon by a uniform stress
field.

Stress fields can only be perfectly uniform when

the Imposed stress Is all compressive or tensile and no
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internal etreaaee are developed by the presence o£
TBicrostructural defects.

The effective flaw distribu

tion is therefore derived fromi
a)

The pre-existing structural defects result
ing from starting materials, processing end
handling.

b)

The distribution of imposed stresses during
testing.

c)

Flaws, newly formed or merely extended or
diminished in intensity during stress
application.

This last contributing source partially explains
stress rate effects.

For many glasses, the mean frac

ture stress increases with increased rate of stress
application.

This effect is much less pronounced in

whiteware bodies.
We can expect that the influence of the various
factors cited above contributing to flaw distributions
in real materials will result in syranetrical rather than
aasymroietrical flaw distribution curve shapes,
number of contributing

facJbrs increases,

as

the

vf® expect the

flaw distribution to approach the normal curve shape.
This is based on the manner in which the normal curve
develops through the contribution of a number of inde
pendent factors.

Tho underlying theory is part of the

central-limit theorem.

Should one of the factors
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override tha remaining factore, we could expect the flaw
diatribution curve to have one of a variety of non-normal
shapes.
49
.(Vnderson
has called for extensive experiments to
determine the effect on dispersions of fracture stresses
of glass due to known Important modifiers of strength.
He suggested that by exposing the glass to a large num
ber of leantleal, relatively large flaws, the dispersion
will be reduced to small values.

Epstein has already

shown that such a rectangular flaw distribution will
give rise to a fracture stress distribution i>osae88lng
no mode but exhibiting greatly narrowed dispersion with
increasing flaw density.

The full verification of

statistical theories of fracture will be more easily
accomplished in studies of crystalline brittle mater
ials which arc devoid of characteristics leading to a
time dependence of crack growth and propagation, as
occurs in glass.
No systematic changes in dispersion of fracture
stresses were noted in this study.

The strength study

of specimens fixed to 1285® C. should have contained
enough individual results to provide good estimates of
the dispersion expressed in terms of the standard devia
tion.

Sample sizes varied from 150 to 250 for the four

quartz concentrations employed in the 1285® C. firings.

loa
The standard davlatlona were 390, 405, 395, and 355
psl, respectively, for these bodies containing i/S,
1/4, 1-1/4, and 2-1/2 weight percent of large particle
quartz*

Only the standard deviation for the hi^iest

quartz concentration differs significantly from the
rest*

It is significantly smaller which would be ex

pected o n the basis of either a normal or a simple
exponential, e*^, distribution of flaw stzengths*
The absence of a trend disallows this interpreta
tion*

The inagnitudes of the standard deviations re

flect the effects of a m m b e r of contributing factors
properly acknowledged to be non-random in character*
These factors are the saiee that introduce errors in the
mean fracture stresses, but they can and do exert much
greater influence o n the disiNirslons of results*

They

will be discussed under experimental errors.

Photomicrographs of polished porcelain bodies
provide good evidence for analyxixig the nature of
quartz-associated flaws.

Electron photomicrographs of

collodion replicas are even better for furnishing de
tails of flaw character.

From them one can observe that

quartz particles below a certain range of

dimmtem

often do not crack internally or induce cracks in the
surroimdlng matrix*

Use degree of quarts dissolution
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la a atroxig modifier of chie phenomenon.

Schuller*

excellent electron micrographs showed chat residual
quartz particles smaller than about 15 microns diameter
did not crack.

Hie collodion replicas were made of

fracture surfaces and the fracture planes passed through
these small particles.

These quartz particles ware

surrounded by a reaction glass layer about 2 microns in
thickness.

Larger quartz particles tended to pull out

of the fracture surface and could not be studied by
91
Lchuller.
The strong tendency of quartz particles to pull
out of porcelain specimens during polishing has already
been described, in addition to the high incidence of
microcracking in almost all the particles visible at 1000
magnifications.

The quartz grains in the bodies of this

study had a very strong tendency to crack due mainly to
their large size and to the fact that they were only
slightly dissolved.
Wilkinson os reported by Astbury,^^ has studied the
role of quarts in governing the tseohanlcal strength of
earthenware bodies.

These bodies contained quartz

particles with diameters up to 150 microns.

The severe

cracking of quartz particles which occurs during cooling
could be observed through the transparent glaze.

In an

article on the cause of glaze **spit-out*' Wilkinson and
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Oinfdale dacaonstratad that the severely cracked regions
surrounding large qxiartz particles served as channels
for m o v e m n t o£ water vapor out of the body interior.
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Wilkinson obtained a three-fold ImproveiiQsnt in the
bending strength of earthenware bodies (biscuit fired)
by successively reducing ths upper limit of quartz
particle diaowters.

Ho accomplished this by either

grinding the entire body or by sieving and elutriatlon
of the body.

In both procedures the upper limit of

quartz particle diameters was ultimately reduced from
150 microns to around 25 microns.
Commercial whiteware bodies in this country contain
only a few quartz particles larger than 80-90 microns.
Grinding these bodies to reduce the quartz particle
size to the vicinity of 10 microns effects a two-fold
increase in bending strength.
In a private communication to AStbury,
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Wilkinson

interpreted this strength improvement to be due to a
Size effect on the strength of the quartz particles.
In other words, the probability of failure of quartz
particles due to internal stresses increases with in
creasing particle size.

This Idea should be extended to

the effect on the matrix with Increasing quartz particle
size.

As particle

size

increases, there is a greater

probability that regions of the surrounding matrix will

m
be overa tree ted and will fail.

This ia an obeerved

effect in porcelains, particularly in the ease of
particles larger than 30-40 microns.

The flaws so

Induced are in tho form of microcracks in the grainmatrix interface and extending outward into the matrix.
Their eiee is therefore proportional to the quartz
particle size.

a

They have

variety of shapes but the

matrix cracks can probably be considered to bo of the
Griffith type.

The cracks in the grain-matrix boundary

are much wider and Coble
highly irregular shape.
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regards them as pores of

He suggests they may behave as

stress risers in the manner of natural o r induced pores
and exert a weakening effect according to the Ryschewitsoh
55
equation for pore concentration versus strength}
S .
where t

So ** strength of non-porous material
f « volume percent pores
B B a constant.

Griffith-type cracks ere far more efficient stress
risers than are larger scale pores; however, as a sim
ple analysis will show; the Griffith relation for the
fracture stress of a real, brittle solid can be simpli
fied tot
S » Kc*^
^sjhsret

K «* a constant
c B the crack length;

Substituting values for c of 150 microns and 25 microns
as upper limits for quartz particle diameters in the
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earthenwar® bodiaa used
for

by Wllkin«oHt

about

I2i5,

wa note a ratio

Wilkinaon could not

afitabllsh Che density of the coarsest fraction of
quartz particles resulting after successive grinding
and/or elutriatlon, but his results indicate that the
coarsest particles do control the strength of the body.
The Griffith relation predicts a four-fold in
crease In strength for bodies containing 145 micron
and

9

micron quartz, respectively.

Careful experimen

tation involving at least 50 tests per particle size
level would be needed to test the theory.
Weyl
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fiumished convincing evidence as to when,

during Initial cooling, the quartz-associated microcracks
are formed.

He broke porcelain specimens at tempera

tures along the initial cooling curve.

Those broken

above the low-high quartz inversion displayed a conchoidal fracture similar to the fracture of glass,
specimens broken below tho inversion temperature had
rough, uneven fracture surfaces commonly observed in
commercial quartz porcelain bodies.

From these results

it appears that internal stresses developed from the
transformation temperature interval for the glassy
components down to the quartz inversion temperature do
not overstress the quartz or matrix,

keferenca has al

ready been made to the absence of cracks in partially
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dlezolved particles finer than 10-15 microns cooled all
the way to room temperature.
From the discussion up to this point one can con
clude the following with regard to the nature of quartsassociated flaws:
a)

They occur as a result of overstresslng of
quartz particles and adjacent matrix mater
ial at or just below the low-high quartz in
version temi>eratur« during initial cooling
of the body.

b)

The probability that overstressing will
occur increases with quartz particle size
and is very high for particles larger than
30 to 40 microns.

e)

The degree of quartz dissolution is a strong
factor in determining tha probability of
overstressing quartz particles having dia
meters below 30 to 40 microns.

d)

The strength of the surrounding, microcraekfree matrix changes significantly with fir
ing conditions and modifies the effective
ness of the quarte-assoeiated flaws.

e)

These flaws are seen to be extremely effici
ent stress risers, too efficient to be classed
as only irregular pores or voids.

They ap

proach the efficiency of Griffith type flaws
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In reducing the strength of trlaxlaL
porcelain bodies.
A strong effect of flaw concentration is observable
as predicted by statistical theories of strength.

This

effect goes far in explaining the inconsistency in
strength data d\ie to changes in the source of quartzcontaminated raw materials wherein large particle quartz
concentration fluctuates widely.
Practically speaking, it is obvious that porcelain
bodies should be designed and processed to contain the
lowest possible concentrations of quartz particles suffi
cient in size to bb consistently overstressed.

Utili

zation of the finest particles of all constituents to
promote homogeneity of structure while minimizing as
much as possible the amount of glass formation, and
finally, the elimination of large pores and the restric
tion of porosity, itself, should combine to provide
optinasn strength properties in triaxial porcelains.
3.
The effect of quartz particle concentration de
fined in this study was particular for a model porce
lain body.

The quartz particle size was disproportion

ately large compared to the sizes of other particles in
the structure.

It is true that in many quartz contain

ing ceramics the quartz particles are much larger than

as
other constituent particles as, for example, in most
structural clay, earthenware, sanitary ware, end elec
trical porcelain bodies. The upper limit of quartz
particle diameter in whiteware bodies used for elec
trical porcelains ranges from about 100 microns down to
25 microns.
It j|!(ppeare that the strength of these bodies may
be controlled by the size of the largest quartz parti
cles In a manner predicted by the Griffith equation.
The effect o£ grain diameter of polycrystalllne oxides
on mean fracture stress of some ceramic oxides has
been observed to follow a K(G)*^ dependency. Here a is
the slope of the curve resulting from a plot of log S
(strength) versus log G (grain diameter), while K is an
empirical constant.

If a is nearly equal to -1/2, one

might concltide that the critical flaws, proportional in
intensity to grain sise, are of a Griffith type. One
could expect the strength of quartz porcelain bodies to
follow a K(G)*^ relation in the range of relatively
coarse quartz particles. As the quartz particle size
fell into the roi^e of the diameters of other grains
and of the closed pores, one might expect this strength
versus grain size relationship to fall.

In effect, there

would be the superposition of two or more flaw distri
butions rather than a single distribution associated

U6
with the quartz particles alone*
Careful strength studies ought to be performed on
the effect of quartz particle size on mean fracture
stress.

Preferably, narrow size fractions at five or

six diameter levels in the range of 200 microns down
to 25 microns should be examined.
The weight percentages of quartz contained in the
trial bodies should be large enough that the effect of
particle concentration has begun to level off.

One

could then assume that the most serious flaw due to
particles of a given size range are being stressed and
give rise to fracture.

The necessary percentage depends

on the test metliod and the associated stressed volume.
In light of this, it might be better to precede this
study with studies of particle concentration at the
various particle diameter levels.

If the present

observed log C dependency of strength on quartz parti
cle concentration failed to hold below a certain parti
cle diameter level, one would expect any systematic
relation between strength and particle diameter to
change at that levS^ also*
The mechanisms underlying the effects of overfiring of porcelain bodies also

dem m A

attention*

Deterioration In mechanical and iXectrlcal proi>eftiea
has been of£* haixledly attributed to Increased closed
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pore radius, excessive quartz dissolution, and the
development of excessive glassy phase such that the
strength properties besoiuc surface sensitive.
The roles of pore concentration and pore diameter
should be easily definable.

Studies of tlwse variables

could be carried out by Inducing porosity through the
incorporation of polyethelene spheres while maintain
ing the rest of the mierostrueture unchanged.
The effect of the degree of quartz dissolution
will not be easily defined.

Continued firing tend® to

change pure size and concentration as well ae to pro
mote changes In the rest of the matrix constituents.
Firing degree was studies at two levels in this
investigation and no change was observed in the slope of
the log G versus S plots. This would suggest that the
degree of firing merely changes the matrix strength.
57

Hummel

has reported that microcracks developed during

the cooling of beta-eucryptlte and magncslxm dltltanate
could be partially healed by holding Si:>ecimenB made of
these materials at elevated temperatures.

Quartz-asso

ciated crack widths probably vary from a micron maximum
down to the radius of molecular action.

Holding quartz

porcelains at temperatures below the quartz Inversion
temperature should effect a degree of heallr;g sufficient
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t o IncrcaBe the strength of the ;>orcelaln.

observed

Increases in atrength due to therosl treatments of this
type would Indicate the flaws to be of a Griffith
nature*
D.

S o u r c e s o f E x p e rtm e n ta l E r r o r s

The potential sources of ratidcan and non-random
errors In the ultimately recorded fracture stresses of
triaxial porcelain bodies exist in the processes of:
(1) body formulation, (2) specimen fabrication, (3)
firing treatments, and (A) strength testing.
The individual sources of non-random errors and
means to avoid them will be discussed for each process.
Sources of random errors in these processes are well
known and so will not be treated.
Sources of arrors in Body Formulation
A major potential source of error existed In the
formulation and processing for the alumina porcelain
bodies.

This involved Che attainment of uniformity

of quartz particle concentration in these body formu
lations.

It was essential that Che quartz content and

spatial distribution of the particles be the same In
each test specimen.

To Insure that this condition was

met, the rotxnded quartz particles were first mixed with
the feldspar In a V-blender.

The rest of Che body con

stituents were blunged into a smooth slip and the
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f e l d s p a r - q u a r t z m ix tu r e s added c a r e f u l l y so t h a t a l l o f
th e m ix tu re

e v e n ly in co ri> o ra te d i n t o

the

s lip .

B lu n g in g was c o n tin u e d f o r f o r t y - f i v e m in u tes t o In s u r e
h o m o gen eity o f th e c o n s t i t u e n t s .
P r o c e s s f a c t o r s such a s b lu n g in g t i m e , w a te r
te m p e r a tu r e , and tim e a t p r e s s u r e d u r in g f i l t e r

p r e s s in g

%«re m a in ta in e d c o n s ta n t f o r th e a lu m in a and s i l i c a
body b a t c h e s .

Two p r i n c i p a l s te p s a re In v o lv e d In th e sm a ll
c y l i n d e r specim en f a b r i c a t i o n ;
c u t t i n g and f a c i n g .
two s t e p s , and i t

(1 ) e x t r u s io n and (2 )

D ry in g ta k e s p la c e betw een th e s e

I s d u r in g d r y in g t h a t a m ajor so u rce

o f e r r o r ca n d e v e lo p w ith r e g a r d t o s t r e n g t h m easure
m ents perform ed on th e s m a ll c y l i n d e r s .

I f th e body

c o n s is t e n c y I s to o s o f t , th e e x tru d e d b a r s may f a l l o u t
o f round due t o d e fo r m a tio n d u r in g h a n d lin g .

D eform a

t i o n d id o c c u r when tlse e x tr u d e d coliim n was c u t i n t o
s i x - i n c h l e n g t h s , and th e deform ed segm ents were d i s 
card ed .

VJarpage I s v e r y d i f f i c u l t t o p re v e n t i n th e

d r y in g o f c l a y b a r s , and i t may e x i s t a s a d i s t u r b i n g
f a c t o r i n f r a c t u r e s t r e s s e s d e te rm in e d from d i a m e t r a l l y
lo a d e d c y l i n d e r s ,

k a rp a ge was h e ld t o a minimum by

fr e q u e n t t u r n in g o f th e ro d s d u r in g a i r d r y i n g .

K ea-

• u r a b le w arpage d id o c c u r , th e e f f e c t s o f w hich were
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experienced during strength testing of cylinders.
The facing procedure necessarily pulled out the
coarse quartz grains in the area of the faces.

The

effects of this could be significant only if surface
flaws developed in the faces during firing aiu3 were
more serious than the quartz-associated flaws in the
interior of the specimens.

The appearance of the

fracture surface belied this occurrence as fractures
definitely originated at random points within the dia
metral plane.
3. Sources of Error in Firing Treatments
All the rod specimens containing forms of silica
and fired to a single temperature were fired simul
taneously.

The rods of quartz, cristobalite, and fused

silica porcelains, 12 or 13 of each, were suspended in the
furnace chamber in randomized positions.

This was done to

distribute the effects of thermal gradients on the final
mlcrostructures and related strengths of these porcelains.
These rod specimens were placed in such a way that only
the gradients, front to back, of the furnace should
have had any effect on the relative degrees of fired
treatment.
The short cylinders were fired 240 at a time,
placed on two plaques in the center of the furnace.
The portion of the furnace volume containing 120 sped-

m

m e m had dimensions of 7’* x 4” x 3‘*. Tha temperature
gradients along these distances in the unloaded fur
nace were very small, as the bounded volume was hori
zontally and vertically centered In the relatively
large furnace cavity,

irobleros In non-uniform firing

treatment did arise in the compact sets of cylindrical
specimens due to radiation shielding of the inner rows
and stacks by the outer ones.

The magnitude and signi

ficance of the effects of this shielding on the observed
fracture stresses was determined with a simple control
chart method.

The largest gradient was In the 7”

transverse (horizontal) direction in the furnace.

There

were 6 rows, containing 15 specimens per row, along this
transverse length.

The mean strengths and the average

range for all eight groups of samples were computed:
the basis for subgrouping was the position of the row1st, 2nd, 3rd, or 4th from the center of the furnace.
When these subgroup nseans were plotted with respect to
the grand average and 3C^ limits, none of the points fell
outside the limits.

It was concluded, therefore, that

the errors Incurred by temperature variations due g»stly
to radiation shielding were not significant compared to
other larger sources of variation in the observed
fractured stresses.

The fact that there was an effect

on fracture stresses caused by furnace conditions was
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in d i c a t e d b y a h ig h e r p r o p o r t io n o f h ig h f r a c t u r e s
s t r e s s e s f o r specim en s i n tlie o u t e r rows o f some o f th e
se ts.

I t was n ot deemed w orth w h ile t o t e s t th e s i g n i 

f i c a n c e o f t h i s anom aly i n l i g h t o f th e n e g a t iv e co n 
tr o l chart te s t r e s u lts .

4.

£gm.fiJg,,2l,AJF,9,F.

A s id e from e r r o r s In v o lv e d i n th e d i r e c t a p p l i c a 
t i o n o f fo rm u la e f o r s t r e s s e s

in b e n d in g , th e r e sh o u ld

have been no s i g n i f i c a n t s o u r c e s o f non-random e r r o r I n
f r a c t u r e s t r e s s e s d eterm in ed in b e n d in g .

The t e s t i n g

m achine was n o t c a l i b r a t e d a s a b s o lu t e v a lu e s were
u n im p o r ta n t.

The s p a c ln g s o f th e specim en s u p p o rts and

lo a d in g edge were f i x e d , a s was th e lo a d in g r a t e .
E r r o r s due t o random v a r i a t i o n s i n rod d ia m e te rs and
lo a d in g r a t e s sh o u ld have been th e same f o r e a ch l o t o f
r o d s t e s t e d and were n o t r e s p o n s ib le f o r th e o b served
d i f f e r e n c e s in s t r e n g t h sam ple s t a t i s t i c s .

One o f th e

im p o rta n t a d v a n ta g e s o f th e b e n d in g method f o r f r a c t u r e
s t r e s s m easurem ent i s th e freedom i t a f f o r d s from
a s s ig n a b l e f a c t o r s i n th e method i n f l u e n c i n g th e e x 
p e r im e n ta l r e s u l t s .
The d ia m e t r a l lo a d in g method i s much more open t o
e f f e c t s o f non-random f a c t o r s on c a l c u l a t e d f r a c t u r e
str e sse s.

U n ifo rm l i n e

lo a d in g a lo n g th e to p and b o t 

tom c y l i n d e r g e n e r a to r s I s assu m ed .

D e v ia t io n s from
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this requlrenent are due to speeliasn shape irregularities
and in the non-parallel relationships between the upper
and lower platen surfaces*

Trials showed that the upper

movable platen would not align itself dxirlng loading of
a specimen, if the platen was intentionally or otherwise
mis-sllgned beforehand*

It was a simple matter to align

the platens by closing them in the absence of a specimen,
and once aligned, they remained In proper position
throughout many tests*

Other trials showed that a

very poorly shaped specimen could cock the upper platen*
The paper loading etrips placed between specimen and pla
tens permit one to detect such occurrences*

AS stated in the chapter on procedures, sizeable
percentages of test results were rejected on the basis
of assymmetrical impressions on the loading strips*
The percentages rejected varied with the body batches
or, more significantly, the consistency of the body
during forming, ee it affected warpage and deforma
tion*

Grouped frequency distributions of the data,

screened in the manner described earlier, were charac
terized by a strong central tendency and fairly sym
metrical shapes*

Neither right or left skewness seemed

to predominate in these distributions*
The sources of error noted in the above diecussion
were responsible for significant differences between the
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means and standard deviations of fracture stresses for
individual firings of the respective body compositions*
The data appear in i^ppendix u for the firings to 1205®
C.

These differences are summarized below in Table

XVlll.

The degrees of significance, where Indicated,

ranged between the 5 ax»i 1 percent level for both means
and standard deviations*

Two of the four data sets in

Table a VHI have means which differed significantly*
Differences between the iiieans of these data sets were
most probably due to difficulties encountered in two
of the firing procedures In which Al and a3 bodies
were being fired*

The difficulties involved temporary

malfunctions in the furnace prograosning which ccnild
have modified the heat treatmente of these bodies
sufficiently to account for the observed differences*
These differences were slight and the positive test
results are due to the sensitivity of the test to
detect differences when large sample sizes are involved*
For example, the greatest differences occurred for body
a 3,

where the lowest and higliest sample means differed

by 120 and 160 psi, respectively, from 6360 pal, the
grand average of the three sample means*
Tests for significant differences between standard
deviations revealed only one such difference occurring
In the tests of the sample statistics for body a 4* One
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tABLS XVIXI
jp£

OF SAMPLES FIRED TO

Body

Ito. o£
i£2XoS8£Sm

1285®

„a k q

C*

Significance levels of Differences

BetgwsenJHeene

Al

3

5-1

None

A2

3

!k)ne

None

A3

3

1

None

a4

2

!ione

5-1
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of the two samples had an ttnusuelly small standard
deviation compared to the other one and to those of the
other trial bodies, fired to 1275® C. Closer observa
tion of the frequency distributions in Appendix D shows
that the sample in question had a very strong central
tendency and was slightly sket«ed to the left although
skewness can easily be due to random errors in samples
of this size. An interpretation of this observed
difference will depend on the vantage point, l.e.,
whether one considers the larger or the smaller disper
sion to be abnormal.

If no other factors were being

considered, one would assume that the smaller sample
standard deviation was abnormal, as it

by far the

lowest among the sample statistics for eleven sample
groups fired to 1285® C. On the other hatid, the two
samples of body a 4 under discussion contained the
largest concentration of large particle quartz.

For

certain flaw distributions, e.g., limited, normal, and
simple e*^ exponential, one would expect Increases In
flsw density to result In narrowed dispersion of frac
ture stresses.

From this standpoint, one might consider

the smaller standard deviation to be the effect of the
concentration factor at its highest level and to view
the larger standard deviation as being due to effects of
assignable errors In processing, firing and testing.
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Insufficient data exists to verify whether this
observed difference was due to the real effect of a fac
tor or to assignable experimental errors*

In a similar

manner, differences observed in the dispersions of sam
ple groups fired to 1275® C.

cannot be explained until

experiioents of brooder scope have been conducted* Much
less data is available on these samples, but one charac
teristic stands out with regard to the dispersion of
data*

Except for the a O body, the standard deviations

were considerable larger than those determined for sam
ples fired at 1285® C*

Taken singly, their su.^nil:udes

would not lead to positive results in F ratio tests;
however, when combined to compare the variances due to
effects of firing degree only, the pooled estimates of
standard deviations would probably lead to positive test
results*

^uiditional experiments, specifically designed

to stxidy these effects are needed and are planned along
with studies to isolate the contributions to data dis
persion of the test method*

CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY a n d CONCLUSIONS

The question of the role

ot

free quarts In toodlfy-

ing the strength of triaxial poreelalns was studied In
two experloentel designs.

In one series of experiments,

quarts was replaced by cristobalite and fused silica, and
these three trial bodies were fired to three temperatures.
The results of strength tests performed in bending were
analysed with elmple statlatical testa.

The statlatical

test results showed algnlflcant differences In data
spread to exist between body types.

The quarts body

consistently demonstrated the lowest mean fracture stress
and the narrowest strsngth data dispersion ot each degree
of firing.

The directions of the systematic changes in

strength semple statistics between trial bodies were
the result of mlcroitruetural differences directly re
lated to the form of silica.

These mlerostructural

features were displayed In photomicrographs of the fired
trial bodies.

The density and Intensity of mlcrocracks

were much higher In the quarts body mierostrueture than
In the other two silica porcelain mlcrostructures.
In the second study, fractionated quarts particles
having a mean diameter of 115 microns were Introduced in
very low, controlled concentrations Into a triaxial
alwslna porcelain.
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Tha quarts concantratlons ranged from 0.0625 to
2.5 weight percent.

Very large atrength seaplee, eiees

varying between 50 and 90, were employed In indirect
tensile tests using a new dlenetral loading isethod.
A preliminary Investigation o£ thla strength testing
technique was conducted to explore ttui applicability
of the method.

Trial bodies were fired to two differ

ent temperatures within the maturing range of the alum
ina porcelain body.

Four levels of qviarts concentra

tion were studied at each firing degree.
The experimental results, after analytical and
graphical onalyels, led to the following conclusions
concerning the effects of large particle quarts In a
triaxial alumina porcelain body.
1.

Mean fracture stresses, S, can be represented

by a relation} s ** x - k log c where x and k are con
stants and c is the quarts particle concentration.
2.

This relationship is one which Is predicted by

statistical theories of the rupture of brittle solids,
and parallels the off-noted effect of specimen sise on
fracture stress.
3.

The quarts-assoclated flaws are observed to

be microcracks within and surrounding quarts grains,
activated through overstresslng principally during the
high to low quarts inversion.
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4.

These tnlcrocreeks are very efficient etress

rlaera, apparently very siasllar In effeete to Griffithtype flaws.
5.

Varying the degree of firing over narrow limits

does xu>t change the observed relation between mean frac
ture etrese and quartz particle concentration.

There

fore, the etrength of the matrix la principally affected
by firing degree and not the flaw density or.its distri
bution.
6.

No systematic change in the dispersion of

fracttun» stress results accompanied changes in flaw
density.

Experimental difficulties essoclated with

the preparation of bodies and with strength testing
possible introduced enough dlspereion to overshadow
that dispersion due only to random flaw strengths.
7.

The magnltiide of the effects of large particle

qiaartz on the strength of the trial alumina porcelain
rather well explains the wide variability in the
mean atrengths of commercial alumina bodies, es It
occurs from batch to batch.
The diametral loading technique employed In the
major portion of this study appears to be a valuable
addition to the pirasent direct and Indirect methods of
tensile testing of brittle solids.

Theoretically pre

dicted stress distributions have been verified by
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photoelattle attsdlaa of diametrally loaded oyllndere.
Moot ceramic materiale ere easily formed by varloos
methods into cylinders In the else range convenient for
the use of the method.

As a first approximation, cy

lindrical specimens should have a length to diameter
ratio close to one.

There Is undoubtedly an effect of

specimen dimensions on calculated mean fracture stresses
thus detemined.

The magnitude of such

m

effect laust

In turn be Infltienced by the flaw density of the material.
This strength testing method is especially suited to
the testing of porcelains, as they ere easily formed into
cylinders and can be machined In the unflred or fired
states.

Experience has shoim that the method is very

eeneltlve to ehanges in mlorostructure and the thermal
treatment of triaxial porcelalne.

Additional studies

should lead to improvements and general acceptance of
the method.
The results of this and other contemporary studies
of fracture stresses in ceramic toaterlals point to the
valuable role that statistical tests can play In the
Interpretation of data.

The successful application of

these tests requires a more conscious effort on the part
of the investigator to assure constancy of all factors
at the selected levels In a study,

the large majority

of strength data reported In the literature le not
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accompanied by adequate descriptions of methods to
assess the quality of experimental design as It In
fluences the sample statistics.
khen the experimental designs are partially or
wholly statistical in nature, the data will be much
more valuable to Interested workers.

Host strength

sttidles should Include data that provide estimates of
error variance associated with important procedural
steps.

The most efficient experimental designs ere

those based on analysis of variance methods such as the
factorial design technique.

A

current etiidy of the factors contributing to

the fracture stresses In alumina is based on a full
factorial experiment design.
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The effects of speci

men volinoe, temperature, oxygen pressure, H 2 O pressure,
and surface condition, each at two or three levels are
being studies simultaneously.
Whenever possible it is best to employ three
levels so that curves may be fitted for each factor,
unless, of course, the factor le being screened rather
than studied.

Factors contributing to fracture stresses

In many ceramic materlala will have a tendency to
Interact so that the experiments should not be excess
ively complicated.

Two to four factor designs at
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three levels each would appear to be oeost productive
and efficient.
AS iQore Investigators appreciate the ramifications
of statistical theories of fracture we can expect to
see greatly Increased use of statistical methods of
analysis of fracture stress data.
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APPENDIX A

APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OP STILESES IN A DlAMETfUaLY LOADED CYLINDER

iSS£S2iliSUm
A new te st has been Introduced by Fernando Cam eiro
o£ B r a z il, in which a compressive load is applied to a
cylinder along two opposite generators (figure 3).

This

condition sets up a uniform te n sile stress over the
diametral plane containing the applied load, and fr a c 
ture occurs along th is plane (Figure 8 ).

The te s t i s

carried out In a compression te stin g machine, strip s o f
packing m aterial normally being placed between the spec
imen and the platens o f the machine*

An a ttra ctiv e

feature o f the te s t Is that i t enables sim ilar specimens,
and the same te stin g machine, to be used fo r both ten
s i le and compressive strength t e s t s .

I t has been shown by mathematical analysia that a
compressive load applied perpendicularly to the a x is o f
a cylinder and in a diametral plane gives rise to a
uniform te n sile stress over that plane.

A s la ^ lifle d

treatment o f th is problem as described by Frocht Is
given below.

The theory la based on two fundamental

conditions o f stre ss d istr ib u tio n , which can both be
deduced by mathematical a n a ly sis.
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The first basic stress distribution Is that due to
a concentrated force p (Figure 16} acting on the edge of
a plate oi thickness

t bounded

otherwise unlimited in extent.

by one Etraight edge but
Assuming the material to

obey Hooke's law that stress is proportional to strain,
and assuming a condition of plane stress (l.e. no stress
es perpendicular to the plane of the plate), the stress
components on the element shown are:
radial stress, towards the point

«

M:

£2§-.9.

of application of the load
clrcissferentlal stress, peri>endicular to
shear stress

*r8 " “

Thus a concentrated load gives rise to a radial
compression which decreases as r Increases and as @
increases.
The second basic stress distribution is that in a
circular disc subjected to a uniform pressure
the edge (figure 17).

f

round

Making the same assumptions as

previously, the stress in any direction and at any point
Is equal to the applied pressure F, and there Is no
shear.
- P

Eg * f
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Concentrated Load Applied to an Edge.

Figure 17. Stresses in a Disc Due to a
Uniform Radial Pressure P.

U5

In Figure 18 is shown a circular disc subjected to
a concentrated load F, the disc being considered as
part of the plate In Figure 16. At any polut on the
elrcttmference there Is a stressQ^ S21»£ acting towards
0, atkl, from the geometry of the figure* r/d » cos 9.
Therefore

Let the circular area be removed from the plat®
(Figure 19) and such stresses, q, be applied to the
circumference as will maintain the same conditions of
stress within the disc; l.e., let stresses be applied
exactly equal to those exerted by the surrounding area
of the plate• Considering the equilibrium of the element
ABC,
ffH BC * qAC
Therefore
“i " -iTtd
* -irtJ
®
There are no forces In th» direction BC. The stress
at any point within the disc is still
2P cog 9
TTt r
The conditions would be similar, if the force F
acted on the bottom of the disc, and, therefore, upon
the system of stresses already described, a similar
Inverted system may be superliapoend (Figure 20). Wo
now have a disc subjected to two opposite forces F
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acting along a diameter, and two sets of stresses,
acting on tha clrcxMfarence, o£ magnitude
along a O

^ along

7

T
^

P

These two external

stresses are proportional to AO and AO^ aiui m

y

there

fore be raprcsented by these lines in a parallelogram
of stresses* The resultant is clearly AB

»

^ich ta constant and passes through the center. Thus
the two systems together are equivalent to a uniform
radial compression of magnitude

eltmnt within

the disc is now subject to two radial atrossesT
Let us now superimpose a xmlform radial tension of
B.8nltod«fl|| acting on th« clra»£o«nce of tho dioc.
The resultant distributed loads now vanish, and we are
left with the conditions of the problem; l.e.

a

disc

subjected to two opposite forces acting along a diameter
(Figure 21). Also, this unlfox"m tension gives rise to
a tensile stress„^:p||‘at all points in the disc am! in
any direction.

Any

elcomnt. A, is therefore subject

to the two compressive stress components,,^
^

and

as indicated, and a tensile s t r e s s I n all

directions.

The exact stresses at any point C‘
.\n

be calculated readily.

In particular, on the v e rtic a l

diameter,
9 as 8^ » 0

Thus the vertical stress component (compressive)
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Figure 18. Stress at the Circiimference of a
Circular Area of the Plate Shown in Figure 16,

a; M c o s 8
*1 ■■fitd

Figure 19, A Disc Subjected to the Same Loading as
the Circular Area of the Plate in Figure 18.

Figure 20.

T vk > Seta of Forces Superimposed.

P

Figure 21.
Forces Only.

Disc Subjected to Two Concentrated
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j £ i ^ a? • - L . .
'ift r
iT t
d -r
iT td

TTt
f f U f f ' a f e -•,
and th a h o r i z o n t a l s t r e s s o/^mponent ( t e n s i l e )

m
By c o n s id e r in g a c y l i n d e r o f c o n c r e t e ae a n w ib er
o f su ch d i s c s , we se e t h a t a vurtlform t e n s i l e s t r e s s i s
d e v e lo p e d o v e r th e v e r t i c a l d ia m e t r a l p la n ® , and th e
value o f t h i s eeress
d ia m e te r airui l e n g t h o f th e c y l i n d e r .

u end L e r e th e

AI»F£N0XX B
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TABLE

y

m

xm

.
§.fc4.
||.>i.Zi
S » 174,830 (p»l)^

V »

« 325,397 (p«l>^

?gY.,.at,-aiMiii(^.
t.g.>12§,s.M
y « i L A || ,
fcM
,

« 366,665 <p«l)^

APPENDIX C
ESTIMATION OF TOTAL ERROR IN CALCULATED
INDIVIDUAL FRACTURE STRESSES
The estimate of total error in individual results
was determined using a method recommended by Woodman*’^
The errors in S, the fracture stress are due to errors
in assigning numbers to F, the load, D, the diameter,
end L, the specimen length, tdiich are related by:
S

d:AE

For

(total error)

iTDL

-1%

•»

this calculation:
P| « precision to which P is measured

">±25

psi

Dj . p r « e U l o n to which D 1. » . r a r . d - iO.0005
« precision to which L is measured

0*0005

A

Thus:

±AB m
s iT d l

)

\

j

'2ijULm£f
,
rrDir / _

The cylixxSrieal dimensions were nearly constant
throughout the tests with

0.620 end L;:^ 0.730.

The value of F ranged from about 5200 psi to 9600
psi; consequently the total error varied as well.

For

these extreme values of P,d:AE varied from 36 to 38.5 psi*

’Hvoodman, L. E., "Application of Theory of
Measurements to Certain Engineering Problems," Univ.
Missouri School of Mines and Metallurgy Bulletin.,
Tech. Series, 2 2 (1942).

m
To facilitate the construction of frequency dis
tribution tables, it was decided to round off calcu
lated values of tsean fracture stresses to the xu»arest
40 psi.

AfFEMOXX 0
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TABLE XX
UMSROUIED FREQUENCY alSTRlB U K O K

SOU-i AllIP

F1R1W3S OF

Ot

OAXA FOR THREE

1285° Ci FHACTURE aTKEESES

a S T E H a U E B UNDER ULOIEIKAL LOABING

lot Firing
6160
6240
6320
6400
6480
6560
6640
6720

6800
6680
6960
7040
7120
7200
7280
7360
7440
7520
7600
7660
7760
7840
7920
6000

eoso

2nd Firing
ng

3rd Firing

1
1
4
3

1
1

2

2

4
2

2

2

3
1
3
5

6

0
5

4
3

6

6

14

1

3
4

3
5
3

4

8

1

2

3

5
4
2
3

5

I
1

I

5

6
1

2
2

0
0

6
2

1

6

2

0

I
0
1

0

1

0

6160
Totals
Mean

3

I

7285

7170

6995

Standard Deviation 350

415

405

5.86

5.79

Coefficient of
Variance

4.SI

l57

TABLE XXI
..

fiRiBsa ay Boaif a 2 t o 12£5°

ci

fkacture

aalERKlNEO UtaEK PlAFffilBAL LOABXtiC

Fract^re^^troBgaa
1st Firing
6000
6080
6160
6240
6320
6400
6480
6560
6640
6720
6800
6680
6960
7040
7120
7200
7280
7360
7440
7520
7600
7680
7760
7840
7920
8000
8080

5
9
4
5
6
6
14
7
4
4
5
e
7
3
3
3
1
0
1
1

Frccuencles
Firing
ng

2
1
1
4
2
9
5
6
5
10
12
4
6
5
3
5
3
1
1
2
1
2

3rd Firing
1
3
0
1
3
0
2
3
8
5
4
5
6
2
6
6
1
2
4
1
3
0
1
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TABLE XXI (continued)
Fracture Stressee
Ipai)
SI 60
8240
8320
8400
Totals
Mean
Standard Deviation
Coefficient of
Verlance

let Firing

jei
Firing

3rd Firing

vr

if
7040

6935

6900

400

410

410

5.66

5,92

5.94
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TABLE m i

1st firing

3rd Firing
2

5200
5260

5360
5440
5520
5600
5680
5760
5840
5920
6000
6080
6160
6240
6320
6400
6480
6560
6640
6720
6800

6880
6960
7040
7120
7200

1

1

2

0

1

1

0

2

2
4

2

1
5
3

6
5

1

8

2
6
6
9
4
7

0
3
4

€if
m
1
4
4
15
4
7
3
5
7
4

1

3
2
3
2

6
3
9
4

B
B

5
4
5

1

6
1
2

3

4

2
2

2

1
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TABLE m i
(psi)

1st Firing

(continued)
2nd Firing

3rd Firing

72&0
7360
7440
7520
Totals
Mean
Standard Deviation
Coefficient of
Variance

7§
6515
400
6.11

6335

6240

390

403

6.15

6.4e
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BkBLE XXlll
UK0R0UFE3 FRSOnESCY DISTOIBUTIOSS OF M T A FOR TWO
FIRIHOa or BOBY M

TO 1285° C!

TlUCTURE STHESSES

asTLsaaKso urosii d u ^ t b a i LtoPiKO

Fractuce.Stj:es.ae35.
(pal)
5360
5440
5520
5600
5660
5760
5840
5920
6000
6080
6160
6240
6320
6400
6480
6560
6640
6720
6800
6880
6960
7040
7120
Totals
Mean
Standard Deviation
Coefficient of Variance

1st firing

Snd Firing

i

7
4
7
7
6
5
3
3
2
2
2
1
0

2
0
0
2
3
2
3
7
ll
9
7
5
9
2
X
0
0
J
A
0
I
0
0

6U0

6085

395

300

6.47

4,93

4
3
4
3

8

4
3

a
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